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Abstract
RESONANCE RAMAN SPECfRA OF CHLOROPEROXIDASE
AND ITS REACTION INTERMEDIATES
Ann Marie G. Sullivan
Virginia Commonwealth University, 1 992
Major Director: Dr. James Temer

Chloroperoxidase is an enzyme that exhibits spectroscopic and structural properties
similar to cytochrome P-450.

Chloroperoxidase is studied using resonance Raman

spectroscopy to characterize the reaction intermediates of the physiological mechanism,
known as compounds I and ll. Compound I is formed by a two electron oxidation of the
resting enzyme and contains an Fe(IV) porphyrin

1t

cation radical.

A one electron

reduction of compound I produces the compound II intermediate which contains an oxyferryl [Fe(lV)=O] iron heme.
Chloroperoxidase is a heme enzyme of substantial interest because of its structural
similarity to cytochrome P-450 and because of its diverse reactivity. Chloroperoxidase
can function as a peroxidase, catalase, haloperoxidase and to some extent as a
monooxygenase. Chloroperoxidase is excreted by the mold,

Caldariomyces fumago and

contains the iron protoporphyrin IX prosthetic group. From previous spectroscopic data,
it has been determined that native chloroperoxidase is a penta-coordinate heme with a
cysteine thiolate axial ligand.
The reaction intermediates of chloroperoxidase, compounds I and II,
least stable of the known peroxidase intermediates.

are

among the

However, they can be stabilized

xii
somewhat by avoiding the use of hydrogen peroxide as the oxidant. Because of catalase
activity of this enzyme, hydrogen peroxide can act as both oxidant and substrate causing
the rapid turnover of the enzymeo

For the generation of the chloroperoxidase

intermediates, the enzyme is mixed with an equal volume of oxidant in a Ballou four jet
mixer fed by two 100 ml syringes which produces a continuous jet of newly formed
intermediateo

Compound I was formed by mixing the enzyme with a 15 fold excess of

peracetic acid and compound

II was formed by premixing the enzyme with a 100 fold

excess of a substrate, ascorbic acid, then mixing with a 30 fold excess of peracetic acido
The observed resonance Raman frequencies of the chloroperoxidase intermediates
are similar to those observed for horseradish peroxidase, however there are a number of
reproducible differences in frequencies due to differences in ground state symmetry or
axial ligationo

The in-plane skeletal modes in the resonance Raman spectrum of

compound II can be assigned as follows: VIO at 1645 cm°t, V37 at 1606 cmol, v2 at 1582
cm°t, V38 or VII at 1554 cmol, V3 at 1511 cm°t, V28 at 1476 cm°t, vinyl =CH2 wags at 1345
and 1434 cmol, V20 or V29 at 1396 cmol, and v4 at 1374 cmolo These assignments are close
to those previously reported for horseradish peroxidase compound IIo Band assignments
for compound I are VIO at 1647 cm°t, V37 at 1619 cmol, v2 at 1589 cmol and v4 at 1358
cmolo

The band at 1647 cmol is depolarized, whereas, the bands at 1619 and 1589 cmo'

are polarizedo The oxy ferryl [Fe(IV)=O] frequency has been observed at approximately

790 cmo' in horseradish peroxidaseo In chloroperoxidase, two bands at 790 and 753 cmo'
8
are present in both compounds I and II resonance Raman spectrao Upon ' 0-substitution
these bands shift approximately 30 cmo' as predicted by simple force constant calculationso

CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

I.A. Introduction
Hydroperoxidases are a diverse family of heme containing proteins that allow
nature to perform a variety of complex and diverse tasks. The hydroperoxidase family
contains several categories of enzymes which catalyze specific reactions. Peroxidases,
such as horseradish peroxidase and lactoperoxidase, catalyze redox reactions. Catalases
which are found in all aerobic organisms, prevent oxidative damage due to hydrogen
peroxide.

A third category is the haloperoxidases of which chloroperoxidase is an

interesting member. The haloperoxidases halogenate substrates with elemental halides in
the presence of hydrogen peroxide. Chloroperoxidase can perform as a peroxidase, as a
catalase reacting considerably faster with hydrogen peroxide than the other peroxidases,
and also as a halogenase catalyzing the halogenation of certain organic compounds
utilizing iodide, bromide and chloride but not fluoride. Chloroperoxidase has also been
found capable of reactions reminiscent of monooxygenases, such as cytochrome P-450.
These reactions include the N-dealkylation of alkylamines [1-3], epoxidation of alkenes
[4-5] and styrene [6], and the conversion of sulfides to sulfoxides [7-9].
Because chloroperoxidase has extensive reactivity and is able to function as a
1

2
peroxidase, catalase, or haloperoxidase, and to some extent as a monooxygenase, its active
site sttucture and reaction mechanism are important to the study of heme enzymes. Many
studies have been conducted that utilize a variety of techniques such as magnetic circular
dichroism, resonance Raman spectroscopy, electronic absorption spectroscopy and electron
spin resonance. In the ensuing sections, the reaction cycle, the proposed sttuctures of the
resting enzyme and the reaction intermediates as determined by the various spectroscopic
methods will be discussed.

I.B. Chloroperoxidase Reaction CYcle
The reaction cycle of chloroperoxidase displays its diversity as a catalyst. The
reactions that chloroperoxidase catalyzes include a variety of oxidation reactions [lO
ll]. The enzyme is most noteworthy for its ability to utilize iodide, bromide and
especially chloride in the halogenation of organic substrates.

The initial peroxidatic

reaction of chloroperoxidase with peroxide substrates can be formulated as follows:

Resting Enzyme
where R

=

+

ROOH

-+

Compound I

+

ROH

1.1

H, ethyl, methyl or aceto.

Chloroperoxidase compound I is an oxy-ferryllt-cation radical [9]. This has been
shown

to

be the sttucture of horseradish peroxidase compound I [9-10] and reaction

intermediates of various catalases [12].
cytochrome

The two electron oxidized intermediate of

c peroxidase, which is termed compound I or compound ES, does not have

the same sttucture [10].

Chloroperoxidase compound I can react with a variety of

electron donors and revert to resting enzyme.

When compound I reacts with a one

electron donor, a second intermediate, known as compound II, is formed, which can in

3
turn

react with a second electron donor to complete the enzymatic cycle as follows:

Compound I
Compound

II

+

HzA � Compound

HzA � Resting Enzyme

+

II

+

+

1.2

AH"

AH'

Hp

+

1.3

Compound I in the presence of a halide produces a postulated intermediate known as
Compound X can react with a halogen acceptor, returning

compound X [13-14].

chloroperoxidase to its native form and forming a halogenated product as follows:

Compound I
[Compound Xl
where X

=

Cl·, Br·, or

1",

+

X-

�

HA � Resting Enzyme

+

but not

F.

1.4

[Compound Xl
+

X-A

+

H+

1.5

The compound X structure has been proposed to be

a heme-bound hypohalite ion (-OX+) [13-15]. A similar chlorine oxide ligand has been
hypothesized for compound X for horseradish peroxidase [16-17].

Recently Griffin

[18] has suggested the possibility that another intermediate known as Compound III,
a ferrous dioxygen complex, was possibly the oxygenating agent in the mechanism of
chloride halogenation rather than the proposed compound X. The reaction mechanism for
the halogenation of organic substrates has been discussed at great length by several
authors [13, 19-21]. There are a wide variety of organic halogen acceptor molecules
that have been studied [22].
[24],

steroids

[25-28],

These include �-kenoacids [23], cyclic �-diketones

anisole

[29],

tyrosine

[30-31],

alkenes

[32-33],

alkynes [33-34], 2,3 unsaturated carboxylic acids [35], aniline [36], aminopyrines
[37], phenols and cresols [38].
Chloroperoxidase compound I has also been shown to disproportionate a second

4
molecule of hydrogen peroxide acting as a catalase [39] as follows:

Compound I

+

H 20 2

-+

Resting Enzyme

+

O2

+

H 20

1.6

The reaction pathways of chloroperoxidase are summarized in Figure 1.1

I.e. The Structure of Chloroperoxidase
Chloroperoxidase is a glycohemoprotein that was first isolated by Morris and
Hager [40] from the excretions of the mold,

Caldariomyces fumago. The properties

of chloroperoxidase were fIrst noticed when it produced large quantities of the
dichlorinated, biologically active compound, caldariomycin (2,2-dichloro-l,3-pentanediol)
[41]. Chloroperoxidase is a monomeric heme protein containing an iron protoporphyrin
IX active site (Figure II.3.) [40] with a molecular weight of approximately 42,000. Its
amino acid composition was reported to contain 45 percent of the total amino acid content
as Asp, Glu, Ser, and Pro residues, with approximately 25 to 30 percent carbohydrate by
weight. This was found to be comparable to horseradish peroxidase and Japanese radish
peroxidase in terms of amino acid and carbohydrate content, molecular weight and
spectral properties. However, only chloroperoxidase exhibits chlorination activity when
utilizing elemental chloride. There are several reported isozymes of chloroperoxidase, one
of which can be crystallized in a saturated solution of ammonium sulfate [(NH4hS04]'
Because of its extensive reactivity and its similarities to peroxidases, catalases, and the
cytochrome P-450 family of enzymes, the active site structure of chloroperoxidase has
been studied to determine its reaction mechanism and the structure of the reaction
intermediates.

5

FIGURE 1.1 The catalytic reaction cycles of chloroperoxidase and the postulated

structures of the intennediates. The structures of the intennediates in the peroxidase
( 1

--+

2

--+

3

--+

1 ) and the catalase ( 1

--+

2

--+

1 ) cycles have been studied and

partially characterized. The structure of compound X (4) in the halogenation cycle
(1

--+

2

--+

4

--+

heme protein.

1 ) is hypothetical. The resting enzyme ( 1 ) is a ferric penta-coordinate
The parallelogram with nitrogens at the comers represents the

protoporphyrin IX moiety. Compounds I (2) and II (3) are Fe(IV) hexa-coordinate low
spin complexes with an oxy-ferryl bond.
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7
l.e.I. Ferrous and Ferric Native Enzyme
The resting enzyme of chloroperoxidase is a ferric iron (Fe3+) penta-coordinate
high spin complex. There has been much work done to determine the identity of the fifth
ligand to the ferric iron. The electronic spectra of the heme system are characterized by
several absorptions that are due to the conjugated aromatic nature of the heme moiety.
These absorptions are an important probe of the active site of chloroperoxidase and other
heme

enzymes.

The ultraviolet-visible electronic spectrum of heme proteins is

characterized by an intense absorption around 400 nm, known as the Soret or B band, and
by two weaker bands between 500 and 650 nm, known as the (l and � or 00 and QI
bands.

These absorption bands are the result of 1t - 1t

chromophore [42].

0

transitions in the porphyrin

The charge transfer absorptions are due to interactions between the

electronic orbitals of the ligand and the metal [42]. The absorption spectrum of native,
ferric chloroperoxidase at room temperature exhibits a Soret absorption maximum at 396
nm and two charge transfer bands at 516 and 652 nm, which are typical for high spin
ferric heme proteins [43]. The (l-� bands occur at 560 and 515 nm.

The electronic

spectrum of ferrous chloroperoxidase has a shifted Soret absorption at 406 nm with
decreased intensity. When the ferric protein is cooled to 77 K, the Soret absorption shifts
to 424 nm and the (l - � bands appear at 582 and 543 nm, with a subsequent
disappearance of the charge transfer bands. These changes in the ferric absorption spectra
are indicative of changes from high-spin to low-spin heme iron [44], and suggest a
temperature-dependent high spin - low spin equilibrium of the ferric enzyme of
chloroperoxidase.
Thomas and coworkers [45] showed changes in the electronic spectra with
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increasing pH, implying the existence of an acid and a neutral fonn of the ferric enzyme
with the pK. around 3.5. This is a reversible transition. However, a second irreversible
transition between the neutral fonn and the alkaline fonn of the ferric enzyme is known
to exist around pH 7 [46]. The alkaline fonn is characterized as a hyperporphyrin (split
Soret absorption) [47], with one absorption at 424 nm and a second at 364 nm. The
spectra of the ferric alkaline complex are similar to the low temperature spectra; however,
the alkaline complex has an irreversible transition while the low temperature complex is
characterized by a reversible transition between the low and high spin fonns.

The

alkaline fonn also has an absorption spectrum similar to the imidazole complex of both
chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450CAM [48].

Lambeir and Dunford [46] have

proposed that chloroperoxidase contains a distal histidine residue which ligates to the
heme iron when the pH is above 7.0, resulting in the alkaline fonn.
Mossbauer spectroscopy has been used extensively to analyze the environment of
the heme iron. The symmetry of the ligands and electrons, the atomic valence of the iron,
and the electronic spin state can be analyzed by studying the isomer shifts and quadrupole
coupling [49].

The Mossbauer spectra of native chloroperoxidase at pH 3 taken in

parallel and transverse applied magnetic fields and at low temperatures show a typical
low-spin ferric iron with a small absorption due to a high-spin component; however, as
the temperature is increased the high-spin component increases in intensity [50). This
signifies that there is a temperature dependence on the spin state, which was previously
seen in the absorption spectra [45].

The Mossbauer spectra of the 57Fe isotopically

enriched high spin ferrous chloroperoxidase were compared to other high spin ferrous
heme proteins [51]. The spectra of ferrous chloroperoxidase were strikingly similar to
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the spectra of ferrous cytochrome P-450 and significantly different from the spectra of
ferrous horseradish peroxidase and ferrous hemoglobin, which have histidine axial
ligation.

Mossbauer studies of ferrous model hemes which contain sulfur ligands

indicated that chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 possess the same thiolate ligation
as the thiolate ligated model hemes.

The thiolate ligand causes large geometrical

distortions of the heme environment, which were observed in the Mossbauer spectra of
both chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 [52].
Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy can monitor the changes in the
oxidation and spin state of the heme. Magnetic circular dichroism takes advantage of the
absorption differences of circular polarized light seen by the molecule in the presence and
absence of a magnetic field. The MCD spectra of chloroperoxidase in its ferric, ferrous
and CO-ferrous states were obtained and compared to the same states of cytochrome P450 [53].

The similarities between chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450, which

contain a sulfur ligand, and subsequent differences between these two enzymes and
nitrogen ligated enzymes such as horseradish peroxidase and myoglobin [54], can be
explained by the similarities in the heme environment of chloroperoxidase and
cytochrome P-450.
Electron p aramagnetic resonance (EPR)

spectra

of

high

and

chloroperoxidase have been obtained by Hollenberg and coworkers [55].

low

spin

The EPR

spectrum of chloroperoxidase at liquid helium temperature and pH 1.5 exhibits absorption
features at g

=

7.64, 4.29, and a third unresolved feature. These are all reminiscent of

either a high spin ferric heme in a non-axial environment or a ferric heme environment
which exhibits a distortion from tetragonal symmetry.

However, there are minor
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components in the EPR spectrum at g = 2.64, 2.27, and 1.83 that indicate a low spin iron
species. These absorption features present in the EPR spectra increase in intensity as the
pH is increased from 1.5 to 5.2.

Conversely, the high spin component decreases in

intensity as the pH increases. Hollenberg concluded that chloroperoxidase in its resting
state is a mixture of high and low spin ferric heme forms at low temperature.
Chloroperoxidase shows rhombic distortions similar to cytochrome P-450 [56], but
different rhombic distortions are present in high spin hemoglobin [57].
Sono

[58]

completed

an

extensive

EPR

study

of

the

ligand

Dawson and
complexes

of

chloroperoxidase, and supported the theory that the heme environment of chloroperoxidase
is similar to that of cytochrome P-450.
Chiang et al. [59] performed chemical reactions using sulfhydryl reagents and
amperometric titrations and initially concluded that no free sulfhydryl groups were present
to bind to the iron in the distal position, and that only disulfide bonds were present. This
work suggested that chloroperoxidase could not contain a sulfur ligand bound to the heme
iron.

However, studies of thiol [60] and phosphine binding [61] of native ferric

chloroperoxidase, when compared to similar adducts of cytochrome P-450, showed that
the chloroperoxidase adducts generated hyperporphyrin (split Soret absorption) spectra
(

Amu =

-

372 nm and

-

455 nm) in the same fashion as cytochrome P-450.

These

findings indicate both chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 have similar heme
environments, which is in contrast to the fmdings put forth by Chaing et al. [59].
Through DNA sequencing of the protein, it was shown that the protein contained
three cysteine moieties, two of which are involved in a di-sulfide linkage.
sulfur is in a position which allows it to bind

to

The third

the heme iron. The axial ligand was in
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fact shown to be a cysteine residue

29

moiety

[63],

[62],

which was later determined to be the cysteine

in contrast to the previous conclusion presented by Chiang et al.

[59].

By similar sequencing, the proposed active site structure was shown to contain an
essential histidine residue which influences the heme environment

[64].

The presence

of this histidine residue had previously been proposed by Lambeir and Dunford
Goff and co-workers studied the native ferric

[65]

[46].

and the ferrous forms

[66]

of chloroperoxidase with proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. They
found both pH dependence and temperature dependence of the proton NMR spectra as
previously noted in the absorption

[45], Mossbauer [50]

and EPR spectra

[55].

The NMR

spectra showed detectable changes in the heme environment between pH 4.1 and

6.7.

The low pH ferrous chloroperoxidase NMR spectrum showed two resonances due to the .
methyl protons readily resolved, while the high pH NMR spectrum has one broad
resonance.

This difference may be due to the distal histidine that is close to the sixth

ligand position of the heme iron, as previously suggested
spectra of ferrous cytochrome

P-450

[45, 60].

The proton NMR

do not show results similar to the ferrous

chloroperoxidase spectra, suggesting significant perturbation in the electronic environment
of the axial cysteine ligands.

This is perhaps due to differences in the Fe-S-C angle,

rotation of the cysteine about the heme vertica! axis, or the presence of a histidine
residue.
Recently,

Dugad

et

al.

[67]

observed

the

proton

NMR

spectra

of

chloroperoxidase-CN. They presented results which point to the structural similarities of
the chloroperoxidase heme pocket to horseradish peroxidase and cytochrome c peroxidase
rather than cytochrome

P-450.

They saw evidence of a distal histidine which is in
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agreement with the chemical modification work of Blanke and Hager [64). The presence
of an arginine residue in the heme pocket of chloroperoxidase may also be inferred from
the proton NMR data.

The structural similarities between chloroperoxidase and

horseradish peroxidase increases with the possible presence of an arginine residue in
chloroperoxidase. Cytochrome P-450 has neither a histidine nor an arginine residue
associated with the heme pocket as confirmed by the crystal structure [68].
Resonance Raman spectroscopy can help identify the heme spin state, oxidation
state and, through isotopic substitutions, the identities of axial ligands. The major features
in Raman spectra of heme proteins have been described in detail for both heme proteins
and model hemes [69-72).

Resonance Raman spectra of ferric and ferrous

chloroperoxidase have been obtained at several excitation wavelengths, ranging from

3638 A in the near ultraviolet through Soret and a-� excitation in the visible region
[73-74).

The spin state marker band, v3, (formally marker band II [75)) is found

at 1490 cm'!, indicative of a high-spin state iron. When the temperature is lowered to 77
K, the spin state of the heme iron changes to low-spin and a corresponding shift in V3 to

1505 cm'! is seen [74). The temperature dependence of the spin state was previously seen

in the E PR [55) and Mossbauer spectra [50). An oxidation state sensitive band, v4, is
found at 1370 cm·!. Other prominent bands are v2 present at 1564 cm'! and VIO at 1627
cm·!. The ferrous chloroperoxidase spectrum shows an anomalous lowering of v4 (1348
cm'!) by 20 cm'l, which is 10 cm'! lower than normal for other heme proteins having
analogous spin and valence states [76-78), but which coincides well with the bands
of cytochrome P-450 [79-81). The relatively low value found for the frequency of
the ring breathing mode (oxidation state band), V4, is thought to reflect an electron-rich
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axial ligand that donates electron density into the porphyrin

n·

anti-bonding orbitals.

Sulfur is a strong electron donor and could account for this phenomenon. Resonance
Raman studies conducted with isotopically substituted chloroperoxidase identified the Fe
S stretching frequency (Vfe,.s) at 347 cm'! and the Fe-CO stretching frequency at (vFe.CO)
at 448 cm'! [82]. Similar studies conducted with cytochrome P-450 showed results for
the iron-sulfur stretching frequency at 351 cm'! [83-85].
Blanke [86] has recently described the resonance Raman spectra of the native
and the alkaline forms of chloroperoxidase. From the marker bands present in the region
between 1300 - 1700 cm'!, ferric chloroperoxidase is typical of a penta-coordinate high
spin ferric heme complex with v3' the spin state marker band, present at 1492 cm'! but
with a high energy shoulder indicative of a low-spin component. Two other prominent
bands, v2 and V37 were assigned at 1570 and 1590 cm'!, respectively. The Raman spectra
of ferric chloroperoxidase does not change dramatically over the pH range from 2 to 7,
which is consistent with previous studies. However, above pH 7, the enzyme assumes
a new configuration, known as the alkaline complex. V3 shifts to 1505 cm'!, indicative
of a hexa-coordinate low-spin ferric complex. v2' V37 and VJO were observed at 1585,
1605 and 1640 cm'!, which is also consistent with a low-spin heme.

Extended X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) is useful for
determining the number, identity, and distance of donor atoms surrounding the metal in
the porphyrin. Cramer et al. [87] demonstrated the ability of EXAFS to determine the
heme environment and determined that both chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450-LM2 had similar heme environments. EXAFS data for the ferric enzyme demonstrated the

presence of an axial sulfur ligand. The distances between the iron and surrounding atoms
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were detennined to be: Fe-N (porphyrin) = 2.05 A, Fe-Ca (porphyrin) = 3.09 A, and Fe-S
(ligand) = 2.30 A.

This data when compared to the data of the model heme,

FeID(PPIXDME)(SCJI4-p-NOJ, was similar. The distances for cytochrome P-450-LM-2

were Fe-N = 2.00 A, Fe-Ca = 3.07 A, and Fe-S = 2.19 A. The EXAFS data indicate that

chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 both have sulfur ligation.
Although chloroperoxidase is a hydroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 is a
monooxygenase with different reactivities, the spectroscopic data of the ferric and ferrous
fonns of the two enzymes

are

similar enough to suggest that these two proteins have

similar heme iron ligation and active site structure. The differences in reactivity might
be accounted for by the presence of a distal histidine that can affect substrate binding of
small molecules to the heme iron.

1.C.2. The Sixth Position Axial Ligands
Several studies have been conducted utilizing difference spectroscopic techniques
on complexes containing sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, phosphorus and the halides.
The ferric and ferrous complexes of chloroperoxidase have been found to be mostly low
spin, similar to the ligation seen in cytochrome P-450.

Several complexes will be

discussed in detail. The ferrous carbon monoxide complex shows the anomalous behavior
before only seen for the cytochromes P-450, a red shifted Soret absorption.

Another

complex, the ferrous dioxygen adduct, also known as compound III, the halide complexes
and several nitrogen containing complexes will also be discussed in the following
sections.
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1.C.2.a. Carbon Monoxide Ligand
In the absorption spectrum of ferrous chloroperoxidase-carbon monoxide complex
the Soret absorption maxima shifts from 400 nm to a wavelength of 443 nm [88],
similar to the shift seen in the ferrous cytochrome P-450 carbon monoxide complex
relative to the ferric cytochrome P-450 enzyme. Both ferrous chloroperoxidase-CO and
ferrous cytochrome P-450-CO show strong absorption bands in the near ultraviolet.
Analogous bands were seen in the thiol [60] and phosphine [6 1] binding studies of ferric
enzyme. Phosphorus, sulfur and carbon monoxide ligands generate split Soret absorptions
known as a hyperporphyrin electronic spectrum [47].

Ferrous CO complexes of

hemoglobin and myoglobin exhibit only one Soret absorption maximum between 415 and
420 nm [48]. The similarities between the ferrous-CO spectra of chloroperoxidase and
cytochrome P-450 and the subsequent differences between the absorption spectra of these
complexes and the ferrous-CO complexes of hemoglobin and myoglobin were construed
as the first evidence that chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 may contain similar
heme environments [45]. The hyperporphyrin spectra seen for both cytochrome P-450
and chloroperoxidase are unique and can be attributed to the mixing and splitting of the
normal Soret 1t_1t0 transition by an axial thiolate sulfur p orbital to porphyrin

1t

0

transition.

This results in the transfer of intensity and a shift of the band to the red, caused by the
presence of a strong electron donating ligand, in this case sulfur with its lone pair of p
electrons [89]. Ferrous model hemes with thiolate and CO ligands, besides having a
Soret absorption at approximately 450 nm, matched two additional features of the ferrous
cytochrome P-450 CO absorption spectrum. The (l-� absorptions coalesced into a single
feature at 550 nm. An intense 0 transition appeared near 370 nm [90].
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Dawson e t al. [91] obtained magnetic circular dichroism spectra of the ferrous
enzyme and the ferrous CO adduct of chloroperoxidase and compared them to the MCD
spectra of the ferrous CO cytochrome P-4S0 and a thiolate-ligated ferrous CO protoheme
model

[92].

These

MCD

spectra

showed

numerous

similarities

between

chloroperoxidase, cytochrome P-4S0 and the thiolate ligated model compounds and were
significantly different from the spectra of models with thiol and imidazole ligated trans
to the CO indicating that chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-4S0 have similar active site
environments.
Kinetic [93-94], potentiometric [9S], and 170 NMR [96] showed similar
pK values of 4.7 for the ferrous-CO complex and pK values of 4.7 and S.S for ferrous
chloroperoxidase which suggests the involvement of the same ionizable group in the
transition between the ferrous and the ferrous-CO adducts. The pK values also imply that
carbon monoxide is bound directly to the iron in the distal position.
The carbonyl shift in the ferrous enzymes, chloroperoxidase, lactoperoxidase and
3

horseradish peroxidase, were identified by 1 C-NMR [97].

For the imidazole ligated

systems in lactoperoxidase and horseradish peroxidase, the chemical shift was found to
have a resonance from 20S to 209 ppm, while ferrous chloroperoxidase-CO and ferrous
cytochrome P-4S0-CO feature resonances between 200 and 201 ppm. Similarly, Berzinis
and Traylor [98] have shown that thiolate-ligated model heme complexes have a
carbonyl peak at 197 ppm, which shifts above 204 ppm for the thiol-bound model
complexes. Horseradish peroxidase and lactoperoxidase showed carbonyl shifts similar
to the thiol- bound model complexes, while chloroperoxidase showed a significant upshift
similar to that seen for cytochrome P-4S0 and the thiolate model complexes. The NMR
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data support the conclusion that the axial

ligand

to

ferrous

CO P-450 and

chloroperoxidase is a thiolate.
Resonance Raman data for ferrous CO cytochrome P-450 [ 8 1 -82, 99] show that
V4,

the oxidation state marker band, is shifted to lower energies ( 1365 - 1 368 cm·!) when

compared to myoglobin, hemoglobin [ 100] or horseradish peroxidase [ 101], where
v4

is between 1370 and 1372 cm-!. This band is at 1 370 cm-! for chloroperoxidase [83].

Though this information is of interest, it is not possible to ascertain any significant
conclusions based on these frequencies. The resonance Raman frequencies of the Fe-CO
stretching modes have been determined by isotopic substitution to be at 4 8 1 cm-! for
cytochrome P-450, which shifted to 478 cm-! upon carbon- 1 3 substitution and to 473 cm-!
upon oxygen- 1 8 substitution. This band is assigned to the Fe-CO stretching vibration,
while a weak Raman line at 558 cm-! is assigned to the Fe-C-O bending vibration because
it shifts - 1 4 cm-! upon carbon- 13 substitution and -3 cm-! upon oxygen- 1 8 substitution
[78] . Similar studies have not yet been done for chloroperoxidase.
1.C.2.b. Halide and Other Ligands
The identity of the sixth ligand has been of interest because of the spectroscopic
similarities to complexes of cytochrome P-450.

Several complexes have been studied

utilizing EPR, absorption, MCD, Mossbauer and NMR spectroscopies.

From the

electronic spectra, it was shown that most of the complexes of chloroperoxidase, like
cytochrome P-450, are low spin [48, 102] .

The low spin adducts most likely occur

because of the strong ligand field strength of the endogenous ligand trans to the ligand
binding site.
donor.

In chloroperoxidase, this ligand is a sulfur which is a strong 1t-electron
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Hollenberg et al. [55] have studied several species of chloroperoxidase halide
complexes, utilizing absorption and electron param agnetic resonance data. They noticed
that iodide shifted the Soret absorption to a shorter wavelength (400 nm to 388 nm) at
room temperature. The addition of chloride, however, resulted in the Soret being shifted
to longer wavelengths (400 nm to 4 12 nm). Similar shifts were seen in the electronic
spectra of chloroperoxidase at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K). Iodide shifted the Soret
absorption from 424 nm to 397 nm, while chloride shifted the Soret from 424 nm to 428
nm. Electron paramagnetic resonance data of the resting enzyme taken at 1.6 K show
that ferric chloroperoxidase is a mixture of high and low spin states that is both
temperature and pH dependent, as discussed previously. When chloride is added, the EPR
spectra show that the enzyme is predominately in a low-spin state, while bromide,
fluoride and iodide result in a predominance of the enzyme in the high-spin state. The
Mossbauer spectra of the halide complexes produced similar results, where the formation
of the complexes has more high-spin character for the iodide complex, approximately the
same high-spin character for the bromide complex, and less high-spin character for the
fluoride and chloride complexes [50].
Chloride-35 NMR studies of the ch10roperoxidase-chloride complex at a pH above
4.5 shows line broadening caused by the nonspecific interactions between the chloride ion
and the enzyme [ 103] . A strong chloride interaction is observed with decreasing pH,
which parallels the protein activity; therefore, the non-specific chloride association is not
solely responsible for the enzyme activity. Kinetic studies indicate that both fluoride and
azide strongly inhibit the chlorination reaction catalyzed by chloroperoxidase, which was
probed by chloride-35 NMR. The electronic absorption [48], Mossbauer [50], the EPR
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[55] and the NMR [ 102] data suggest that the chloride ion does not bind directly to the
iron atom at the heme active site, but affects the electronic state of the heme site by
binding to a site on the protein that greatly affects the heme environment [ 103] .
Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectra of the ferrous chloroperoxidase - nitric
oxide (NO) adduct have been compared
[ 104] .
(A

=

to

the same adduct of cytochrome P-450

The electronic spectrum of the ferrous-NO adduct shows a red-shifted Soret

440 nm) for cytochrome P-450 and a similar shift for chloroperoxidase (A

=

438 nm)

[ 103, 105] from the analogous spectral features of the myoglobin complexes. However,
MCD spectra show some dissimilarities in the visible region of the spectrum between the
chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 spectra.

Sono et al. showed the similarities

between the absorption spectrum and the MCD spectrum of the n-butyl isocyanide adducts
of chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 [ 105] .
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of the ferrous nitric oxide complex
of chloroperoxidase give evidence that nitric oxide is bound to the heme, from the
observation of super-hyperfine splitting. There is no splitting to indicate the presence of
nitrogenous ligands other than the nitric oxide [58] . The ferrous phosphine complexes
of the two enzymes were also found

to

have similar MCD spectra [ 105] . Analysis of

ferric and ferrous chloroperoxidase - cyanide complexes have shown that these ions bind
to the sixth position of the heme active site [48]. The data indicate that nitric oxide and
the cyanide ligands bind directly to the iron heme active center and that a non-nitrogen
ligand is bound to the iron in the fifth position.
Nitrogen- I 5 NMR spectra of the cyanide adducts of chloroperoxidase, horseradish
peroxidase and lactoperoxidase [ 106] were found to have a smaller downfield shift
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(with respect to the nitrate ion reference) than the corresponding signal for the met forms
of hemoglobin, myoglobin or cytochrome

c

peroxidase.

The NMR shifts may be

indicative of a basic, charged trans-ligand or hydrogen bonding at the distal cyanide axial
ligand. Chloroperoxidase exhibited the greatest upfield bias of the nitrogen 15 signal. The
chemical shifts of lactoperoxidase and chloroperoxidase were similar, but were different
from the chemical shifts of hemoglobin, myoglobin, cytochrome
complexes reported by Morishima and coworkers [ 107] .

c

peroxidase, and model

Similarly, Lukat and Goff

studied chloroperoxidase adducts of azide, thiocyanate, cyanate, and nitrite [ 108] ,
using nitrogen- I S NMR spectroscopy. Titration of chloroperoxidase with various ligands
suggested that the enzyme-ligand complexes are predominately low-spin in character,
although some high-spin character is present. There was some pH dependence seen for
the chloroperoxidase-azide complex, indicating that this complex forms more readily at
low pH. Chloroperoxidase forms well documented complexes with azide, thiocyanate,
cyanate and nitrate at low pH (below pH 5.0), but not readily at higher pHs.
Recently, Sono et al. [ 109] investigated over 30 different complexes of
chloroperoxidase with exogenous ligands including carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus
and sulfur donors. Through crystal field analysis of the EPR spectral data using the
Blumberg/Peisach theory [ 1 10], they concluded that the data for chloroperoxidase
closely correspond to similar data for cytochrome P-450, consistent with the coordination
of an endogenous thiolate sulfur donor to the heme iron.
Remba et al. [74] reported the resonance Raman spectra of several ferric and
ferrous derivatives of chloroperoxidase including ferric cyanide, fluoride, chloride,
hydroxide and ferrous carbon monoxide. The ferric cyanide and ferric hydroxide spin
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state marker band "3 shifted from 1490

to

1503 cm,l, indicating a spin state change from

high spin to low spin. The fluoride and chloride spectra indicated that the halides were
not bound to the heme iron. The ferrous cyanide shows

v4

shifting from 1348 cm,l in the

ferrous adduct to 1 360 cm'I, and V3 shifting from 147 1 to 1492 cm'I, which are both
indicative of a hexa-coordinate low-spin ferrous heme. The Raman spectrum of ferrous
carbon monoxide was inconclusive because of the photolability of the complex. However,
two bands appeared at 1348 and 1370 cm'l.

The reduced hydroxide complex was

unstable and the Raman spectrum appeared to be similar to the oxidized hydroxide
spectrum.
I.C.2.c Dioxygen Ligand
Three research groups, independently and within a short period of time, reported
the preparation of the ferrous-dioxygen adduct of chloroperoxidase [ 105, 1 1 1- 1 13],
known as compound Ill. The dioxygen adducts were produced by different methods.
Nakajima et al. [ 1 12] produced the ferrous dioxygen adduct of chloroperoxidase at 4 °C
by adding an excess of hydrogen peroxide to compound

II that had been generated with

a limiting amount of hydrogen peroxide and ascorbic acid.

In a similar manner, the

dioxygen adduct of horseradish peroxidase is produced [ 1 14].

Sono et al. [ 105, 1 1 1]

produced compound m by bubbling the anaerobically, sodium-dithionite-reduced enzyme
in a cryogenic buffer with oxygen at -30 °C. Lambeir and Dunford [ 1 13] used rapid
scanning spectrophotometric methods at 25 °C to analyze the kinetics of oxygen binding
to the ferrous enzyme. The diverse methodologies used in producing the same adduct
reinforce theories that the ferrous dioxygen complex can be formed from a given heme
protein by entirely different routes. The distinct absorption spectra of chloroperoxidase
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compound ill has a red-shifted Soret absorption at 429 nm and additional absorptions at
354, 554, and 587 nm. Lambeir and Dunford [ 1 1 3] measured the rate of oxygen binding
over the pH range of 3.5 to 6.0, which compared well with the oxygen-binding rate
constants of different cytochromes P-450.

The rate constant for chloroperoxidase,

however, is considerably greater than that measured for horseradish peroxidase [ 1 15].
Sono and coworkers [ 105, 1 1 1] studied both the absorption spectra and the magnetic
circular

dichroism

They

spectra.

noticed

some

similarities

between

ferrous

oxychloroperoxidase and ferrous oxycytochrome P-450; however, there were distinct
differences, namely a red-shifted Soret absorption and a discrete

a. absorption that was

present in the chloroperoxidase spectra but not in the cytochrome P-450 spectra.
Nakajima et al. [ 1 12] noted more similarities between oxychloroperoxidase and
oxylactoperoxidase than between oxychloroperoxidase and oxy-cytochrome P-450.
However, both the absorption and the MCD spectra are quite distinct from the spectra of
oxy-myoglobin

[ 1 1 6] .

The

identification

of

the

ferrous-dioxygen

adduct

of

chloroperoxidase was based on three criteria: the first is that the adduct is EPR-silent at
77 K, the second is that the bound oxygen is replaceable by carbon monoxide, and the
third is that the adduct auto-oxidizes to form the native ferric enzyme without detectable
intermediates [ 105] .
Dawson

et

al.

[ 1 17]

investigated

the

ferrous

dioxygen

chloroperoxidase, using EXAFS. They reported the Fe-N bond length as 2.00
bond length as 2.37

adduct

of

A, the Fe-S

A and the Fe-O bond length as 1 .78 A for the low-spin ferrous

dioxygen adduct of both chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450, providing further
evidence that these two enzymes have similar sulfur ligation.
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In most accounts, the spectra obtained for the complexes of chloroperoxidase
greatly resemble the spectra of the cytochrome P-450 adducts, thus implying that
chloroperoxidase has a similar heme environment and the fifth ligand is a thiolate sulfur.
From the similarities of the alkaline and ferrous adducts above pH 7 to those of the
imidazole complex below pH 7, it is also believed that an essential histidine is involved
in the binding properties and reactivity of the enzyme [45, 64] . There is some difference
in the polarity of the two enzymes' heme environment, which may account for differences
in the enzymes' activity. The complexes of chloroperoxidase are mostly low-spin because
of the field strength of the endogenous ligand trans to the ligand binding site. This ligand
is a thiolate sulfur donor, which is a strong electron donor. High-spin complexes have
been predicted by absorption spectroscopy with the weak field ligand, fluoride [48, 102] . .

I.D. The Reaction Intermediates of Chloroperoxidase
The reaction cycle of chloroperoxidase involves two intermediates termed
compounds I and II, and a proposed intermediate termed compound X. (Figure 1. 1 ). The
reaction intermediates known as compounds I and II are formed when the native enzyme
reacts with hydrogen peroxide. Compound I is formed by a two-electron oxidation of the
resting enzyme and contains an Fe(lV) porphyrin 1t cation radical with one oxidation
equivalent on the iron and the other in the porphyrin ring [ 1 2, 1 1 8] .

A one-electron

reduction of compound I forms the compound II intermediate, which contains an Fe(JV)
heme [ 10, 1 19] .

The peroxidase cycle is completed by a one-electron reduction of

compound II to the native enzyme by a suitable substrate.
discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Compounds I and II will be
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I.D. 1 . Compound I
The presence of chloroperoxidase compound I has been detected by several
techniques; however, it has not been as well characterized as the reaction intermediates
of horseradish peroxidase.

Hager et al. [ 1 20] suggested a chemical composition for

compound I of chloroperoxidase from studies with isotopically substituted peracids.
There were several proposed structures for compound I, which included an enzyme
substrate complex [ 1 2 1 ] , or an oxidized heme and/or protein with no incorporation of
peroxide [ 1 22].

Two mechanistic schemes exist for the reaction of isotopically

substituted oxygen with substrate. The retention mechanism results when both atoms of
an oxygen molecule come from only one substrate, and the scrambling mechanism occurs
when the atoms of oxygen are derived from different substrate molecules.

These

mechanisms predict different isotopic distributions from the mixture of 180 doubly labeled
and unlabeled substrates [ 1 23]. From the reaction of chloroperoxidase with a mixture
of doubly labeled and unlabeled m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid, a scrambled mechanism was
established. With unlabeled m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid in H 180, no labeled oxygen was
2
incorporated in either compound I or m-chlorobenzoic acid, the other product of the
reaction. Since no solvent label is incorporated into either the oxidant or compound I,
both must be formed in a step involving 0-0 bond cleavage of the oxidant, rather than
the C-O bond cleavage resulting if the oxidant or enzyme fIrst reacted with the solvent.
This suggests that only one oxygen from the peroxyacid is incorporated into the structure
of compound I.
Rapid-scan stop-flow techniques [ 1 24] have been used to measure the reaction
between chloroperoxidase and either hydrogen peroxide or peracetic acid in a pH range
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from 2.8 to 5 . 8 . Several changes were seen in both the ultraviolet and the visible region
of the absorption spectrum. The Soret absorption decreased in intensity and shifted from

400 nm to 367 nm with isosbestic points at 368 and 444 nm. In the visible region, the
native enzyme absorptions occur at 5 1 5 , 544, 585 and 652 nm, all of which disappear
upon compound I formation.

Two small absorptions at 545 and 610 nm and one

prominent absorption at 689 nm appear when compound I is formed.

The electronic

spectra differ quite dramatically from compound I of horseradish peroxidase, which has
a Soret absorption maxima at 400 nm [ 1 0] .

However, the absorption spectrum of

chloroperoxidase more closely resembles the absorption spectrum of catalase compound
I [ 1 2] .
The EPR spectra of chloroperoxidase compound I shows the formation of two new
signals, a sharp signal at g = 2.008 and a broad signal at g = 1 .73, not present in the
native spectra [ 1 25].

The second signal accounts for the majority o f the spins

theoretically present. The EPR and Mossbauer spectral data are consistent with the model
of an exchange-coupled spin S = 1 ferryl (Fe(IV»

iron and a spin S'

=

1/2

porphyrin

radical, characteristic of the 1t cation radical in which one of the porphyrin 1t electrons has
been removed

[ 1 26] .

The

spectral

comparisons

of catalase

compound

I

and

chloroperoxidase compound I suggest that the two have similar ground-state electronic
structures, different from the electronic structure of compound I of horseradish peroxidase

[ 1 27].

Catalase and chloroperoxidase compound I have been proposed to possess a

2 ground-state, while horseradish peroxidase compound I has been proposed to possess
AI u
a

2
A2u

1t-cation radical ground-state [ 1 28] .
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1.0.2. Compound II
Chloroperoxidase compound II is not as well characterized spectroscopically as
either the native enzyme or compound I. Thomas and coworkers [45] reported the steady
state reaction of compound

II

in the UV-visible region of the spectrum.

The Soret

absorption shifted from 400 nm to approximately 440 nm, and a second peak at
approximately 370 nm was seen. At the time they believed it was a mixture of compound
II and either compound I or resting enzyme. More recently, two research groups reported
the electronic spectra of chloroperoxidase compound II [ 1 1 1 - 1 12]. The absorption spectra
contained four absorptions. The split Soret absorption bands were present at 372 nm and

438 nm, while two less intense absorptions appeared at 542 nm and 57 1 nm. Metodiewa
and

coworkers

[ 1 29] reported the same absorption spectrum for compound II

generated during the reaction with superoxide/hydrogen peroxide generated in the
xanthine/xanthine oxidase system.

Dawson and coworkers [ 1 1 1 ] reported the magnetic

circular dichroism spectrum for compound II of chloroperoxidase.

The absorption and

MCD spectra when compared to horseradish peroxidase compound II were not similar,
but were more closely comparable to catalase compound II [ 1 27].

I.E. Summary
In summary, there are considerable spectral similarities between the cytochrome

P-450 family of enzymes and chloroperoxidase; however, these enzymes have
considerably different reactivities.

The spectral data lead to the conclusion that

chloroperoxidase and cytochrome P-450 have similar heme environments. The differences
between the reactivities, however, may be explained by the presence of a distal histidine
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and slight differences in the polarity of the heme environment. From the spectroscopic
data of the ferric, ferrous and various ligand complexes, it was concluded that the fifth
axial ligand in chloroperoxidase is the same as that present in cytochrome P-450, a
thiolate sulfur ligand.

The ferric and ferrous enzymes are penta-coordinate high-spin,

while the ferric and ferrous complexes of chloroperoxidase are mainly hexa-coordinate
low spin. This may be due to the strong electron-donating character of the thiolate axial
ligand. Ferrous chloroperoxidase-CO most closely resembles ferrous cytochrome P-450
CO.

S urprisingly, the ferrous dioxygen complex does not resemble ferrous oxy

cytochrome P-450 but more closely matches the absorption spectrum of the ferrous oxy
lactoperoxidase possibly because the distal histidine influences the heme environment.
The NMR spectral data led to the conclusion that the halides were probably not bound
directly to the heme iron, but in a position that could influence the heme environment

[ 1 02].

Little spectroscopic data has been obtained on the reaction intermediates of

chloroperoxidase; however, from the absorption spectra [ 1 1 1 - 1 1 3 , 1 24] , both compounds
I and II of chloroperoxidase resemble compounds I and II of catalase more closely than
the reaction intermediates of horseradish peroxidase.

There are several possible

explanations for the differences in the absorption spectra of the reaction intermediates,
including differences in ground state symmetry, differences in ligation to the heme active
site, or differences in polarizability or hydrogen bonding to the heme iron.

CHAPTER II
RAMAN AND RESONANCE RAMAN SCATTERING

IT.A. Introduction
Raman and infrared absorption spectroscopy give detailed infonnation about the
vibrational motions of atoms in molecules .

The major differences between infrared

absorption and Raman spectroscopy lie in the physics of the processes. The absorptions
in an infrared spectrum correspond to absorbed photons while the peaks in a Raman
spectrum correspond to scattered photons that have interacted inelastically with the atoms
in the molecule.

The two vibrational techniques are complimentary; however, the

advantage of Raman spectroscopy for biological molecules is that water can be used as
a solvent. Water has a very large vibrational absorption in the infrared which obscures
the other peaks, whereas in the Raman, water is a weak scatterer.

Complex biological

molecules such as heme proteins can be selectively studied by resonance Raman
spectroscopy and the confonnational and structural characteristics of the heme group can
be observed. The general theory of vibrational Raman scattering will be presented first
classically and then quantum mechanically.

The polarization properties of Raman

scattering will then be discussed followed by a description of resonance Raman scattering
of the heme protein.
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II.B. Raman Scattering [ 1 30]
The Raman process is a technique in which the light is scattered from a molecule
and the frequency of the scattered light is shifted from that of the incident light.

The

origin of the frequency change lies in the inelastic collisions between the molecules of
the sample and the photons of light.

The energy that is lost or gained in the Raman

process corresponds to vibrational energy level spacings of the molecule.

Since the

vibrational motions of molecules are sensitive to the chemical environment, changes in
this environment can be monitored and aspects of the molecular chemistry of the sample
can be probed.
Raman experiments use a monochromatic light source, a laser, focused into a
sample.

The monochromatic light beam can be characterized by its wavelength, Yo' its

power, and its polarization.

The resulting scattered light can be analyzed for wavelength,

vr, and intensity. The scattered photons have energy equal to hVr which is equal to h (vo
±

Vvib), where vvib is the Raman shifted frequency corresponding to a vibrational transition.

There are two types of Raman scattering: Stokes and anti-Stokes, processes represented
pictorially in Figure II. I .

When the scattered photons with frequency vr are elastically

scattered, then vr equals Yo' This is termed Rayleigh scattering and accounts for most of
the light scattered from the sample.

When the final frequency is less than the incident

frequency, vr < Yo' incident photons lose energy and Stokes scattering is observed. Anti
Stokes lines are observed when the final frequency is greater than the incident frequency;
the molecule, originally in a vibrationally excited state, returns to the ground vibrational
state. The anti-Stokes Raman scattering accounts for a smaller percentage of scattered
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Figure 11.1.

Schematic representation of Rayleigh, Stokes, anti-Stokes and resonance

Raman scattering processes.

The Rayleigh and Raman mechanisms proceed through

virtual states represented by the states between the upper and lower electronic states. The
length of the upward pointing arrows are proportional to the frequencies of the incoming
light while the lengths of the downward pointing arrows are proportional to the scattered
light frequencies.
'

The vibrational quantum numbers in the upper and lower electronic

states are v and v

"

levels is equal to Vvib'

respectively.

The energy spacing in the lower state vibrational
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photons due

to

reduced populations in excited vibrational states. These processes can be

described by classical mechanics.

II. C. Classical Raman Theory [ 1 30- 1 32]
The Raman effect is the result of molecular light scattering in which the frequency
of the scattered light is either greater than or less than the incident light frequency. A
light wave is a traveling wave of electric and magnetic fields, where only the electric field
causes Raman scattering.

When the electric field of the light wave interacts with a

molecule, the field will exert a force on the electrons. The resulting displacement of
electrons causes an induced electric dipole moment, P, which is proportional to the
electric field strength, E.

Thus
P

=

aE

where the proportionality factor a is called the electric polarizability.

II. I
In general the

vector P has a different direction from the vector E, therefore a is not a simple scalar
quantity. The three directional components of P, namely P", PY' and p., relate to the

electric field E in the following way.

P"

=

anE" + ¥y + axfiz

Py = a.,fi" + a."Ey
p.

=

a.fi"

+

¥y

+

a.,.E.

+ a•.E z

II.2

The nine components of a are called the components of the polarizability, resulting in a
being a tensor.
The electric field varies with time. If the molecule fixed in space is irradiated
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with monochromatic light of frequency v0 ' polarized in the
field strength in the

z

z

direction then the electric

direction is given as a function of time to be

II.3
where Ewuu is the value of E. at its maximum and t is an arbitrary time. Thus the

z

component of P is

The polarizability

a

II.4

a

is linearly dependent upon the position of the nuclei in the molecule;

therefore in a diatomic molecule separated by a distance &, the <Xu component of
be expressed as

can

11.5

Substituting this equation into the equation for Pz(t), and using the identity cos 0 cos �
= 1/ [ cos (0
2

+

Pz ( t )

�)

=

+

cos (0 - �) ], the induced dipole can be written

eq",1
N z

""'Z

E

�(aaZ l 6.r

mil<

+

cos 2 n v0 t

2

ar

+

1

-

2

mil<

(aa 1 6.r
_
_
zz

ar

E

mil<

mil<

E

cos 2 n (v0

mil<

-

cos 2 n ( v0

II.6

Vvib ) t

where the first term in the sum represents Rayleigh scattering, the second term represents
anti-Stokes scattering, and the last term represents Stokes scattering.
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II.D. Quantum Mechanical Treatment of Raman Scattering [ 1 3 1 , 1 33]

The classical model does not account for the intensities of Stokes and anti-Stokes
transitions. The coefficients in Equation II.6 are the same implying equal intensities, but
in practice this is not the case. In the quantum mechanical model, the energy levels are
quantized and the populations of the states are given by a Boltzmann distribution:

where

h

N)
No

_

=

exp

(-hVvib )

11.7

_
_
_

kT

is Planck' s constant and k is Boltzmann's constant. From this equation, it can

be seen that in the higher vibrational states the population is much smaller than in the
ground state. Therefore the intensities of the anti-Stokes lines will be less than those of
the Stokes lines.
The quantum mechanical treatment of Raman scattering is obtained through the
use of time-dependant perturbation theory.

Spectroscopic transitions by nature imply

time-dependant phenomenon which can be considered using the time-dependent
SchrOdinger equation of a state i

�-

H.
•

+

h

]

a
'P . ( t)
2 1t i a t

_ _

·

=

0

11.8

The time-dependent Hamiltonian [ HJ can be separated into a time-independent [Hi1 and
the time-dependent �(t)] tenns. The time-dependent tenn represents the change in the
Hamiltonian from the unperturbed value induced by an electromagnetic field which can
be represented as the interaction of the electric field, E, with the dipole moment operator,
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P.

This approximation is made assuming the electric field intensity does not vary over

the molecule, which allows the Equation II.8 to be written

11.9
For the unperturbed system in state

i the time-dependent wave function \f/O)(t)

is given by

11. 1 0
where "'j(O) i s the time-independent wave function.
When the system is perturbed the time-dependent wave function \fj'(t) may be
expressed as

11. 1 1
where \fP)(t) is the first-order perturbation,

\fF)(t) is the second order perturbation, and

so on. A similar expression can be written for other states. The electric dipole transition moment for the transition

i

---+ f is

given as

11. 12
where the electric dipole moment operator P is defined as

P

=

L e T)
.
J

J

11. 1 3

where ej is the charge and rj is the position vector of the j-th particle.
On introducing equation
functions \fe' and

11. 1 3 into 11. 1 2 and the expansions of the perturbed wave

\ft from equation 11. 1 1 , the transition moment is given as
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II. l4
where

[P ( ')] i
/
[ p ( I )]�

=

( \l'j0 ) I P I � O » )

=

(�I)
I IP I �O» )
I

II. l S

(�O
I ) IP I �I»)

+

I

The transition moment [I)(O)]ft relates to a direct transition between unperturbed
states f and i, while the fIrst-order term [pCI)]ft includes terms that relate to normal
Rayleigh and Raman scattering. The second-order term contains terms relating to hyper
Rayleigh and hyper Raman scattering, and so on.
Perturbation theory allows the wave function corrections to be expressed as a sum
over all unperturbed states r:
1
'1' ( )
,

=

E a . �O)
'T

T

and

'1'I(1)

=

E a r '1'r(0)
r I

II. 1 6

I f the system is initially in the state 'l'i(O) then the coefficients air are obtained by
integrating

II. I7
where H' i s the perturbation Hamiltonian which contains only the electric dipole term.
A

similar equation can be written for

illr .

The Hamiltonian can be represented by the interaction of the electric fIeld, E, with
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the dipole moment operator, P.

The time dependence of the electric field intensity can

be written as
11. 1 8
B y substituting equations Il l 8 into Ill?, the result into 11. 1 6, then into equation
11. 15, the first order transition moment can be evaluated as

where

etc.

II.20

and

etc.

II.2 1

The two time-dependent transition moments i n equation II. 19 are complex.
If COo

-

Oln > 0, then the first term of equation II. 19 has a corresponding transition

moment. If

(Ofi

is equal to or less than zero, then this condition is satisfied. If

(Or.

is

greater than zero, or the final state is higher in energy than the initial state, then the
energy of the incident quantum has to be sufficient to reach the fmal state f

This

condition can be satisfied for excitation frequencies in the visible or ultraviolet regions.
The transition moment corresponding to the first term in equation II. 19 can be written:
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where

Equation II.22 contains the conjugate complex; therefore, since [ P]ri can be complex, the
term is now written with a tilde. If Oln is positive, the transition moment represents
Stokes Raman scattering. If ron is negative, the transition moment represents anti-Stokes
Raman scattering. And if ron is zero, the transition moment is associated with Rayleigh
scattering.
The transition moment amplitude defined by equation II. 19 can be rearranged to
determine the amplitude of the electric field as follows:
ll.24

where [ P..l ri, [ P, ] ri , and [ P.] ri and Ex' E" and E. are components of the transition
-

-

-

I

-

-

-

moment and the electric field amplitude respectively. When equation ll.24 is introduced
into equation ll. 19, the x components of the transition moment amplitudes can be related
to the complex electric field amplitudes as follows:
[ px(Ol ) ]/..
where

=

E [ o.xy
- ]/i E ,0
,

and

11.25
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II.26

and

11.27

The mathematical expressions for the scattering process show that the states r and
f play an important role allowing perturbation theory to be used to derive an expression
for the transition dipole moment Pfi' The states r are real states of the scattering particle
and during the scattering process the particle does not jump from state i to all possible
states r and from there return to state f Radiation of energy hvo and h(vo +Vfi) is not
absorbed or emitted in the classical sense.
The value of the moment Pfi(1) is given by equation II. 17; however the vectors Pfr
and

Pri

represent electric dipole matrix elements of transition between the states f and r,

and r and i, respectively. Only during absorption or emission of radiation is it possible
to relate these matrix elements to the intensity of absorption and fluorescence bands.

II.E. Resonance Raman Enhancement [ 1 30, 1 34- 1 35]
The intensity of the scattered light from the resonance Raman effect can be
calculated theoretically using second-order time-dependent perturbation theory. If we
consider the time-dependent SchrOdinger equation and apply second order perturbation
theory, the results give an expression for the scattered light intensity for the Raman
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transition between the molecular states i (initial) and f (fmal) given by the equation

11.28
where 10 is the incident intensity at frequency Yo. Vs is the scattered frequency. and (ap.,)ft
is the transition polarizability tensor with incident and scattered polarizations indicated
by P and

cr.

The polarizability is given by the Kramers-Heisenberg equation as follows

where Pp and P., are dipole moment operators. Ii ) and If ) are the initial and final state
wave functions. Ir) is the wave function of an excited state of half-width rr which
accounts for the fmite lifetime of each molecular state. and vri and v rf are transition
frequencies. When vo« vri• both terms in the sum give comparable contributions and the
polarizability is nearly independent of wavelength. As Vo approaches v rio the first term
becomes dominant and is responsible for the resonance effects.
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows the wave function to be separated
into its respective electronic and vibrational parts giving
II.30
where Ii ) and V ) are the initial and fmal vibrational wave functions of the ground
electronic state. and It») is a vibrational wave function of the excited electronic state r.
Mr is the pure electronic transition moment between i and r.

Since the electronic

transition moment is a weakly varying function of the nuclear coordinates. it may be
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expanded in a Taylor series

M M O (OMQ O Q
, , lo
=

where

+

J

Q is a given nonnal mode of the molecule.

11.31

By substituting equation 11.31 into

11.30, one can solve for a. The fIrst two tenns in the series give rise to the expression
for the polarizability
a=A+B

11.32

where
11.33

The A tenn is the leading tenn and it is ordinarily the dominant contribution to the
resonance Raman intensity. This tenn varies with square of the strength of the electronic
transition moment,

M and is
,

dependent upon the Frank-Condon products, ylu) (uli),

and varies inversely with the bandwidth. These vary with the extent of displacement of
the excited-state potential well along the nonnal coordinate. The enhancement of a given
mode depends upon its excited-state distortion, making it possible to analyze the geometry
of the excited state by studying the relative resonance Raman intensities. The A tenn can
only contribute to scattering from the totally symmetric modes, since the non-totallysymmetric modes have a shifted origin giving non-zero Frank-Condon overlaps. The
nonnal modes experiencing the strongest resonance enhancement via A tenn scattering
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have coordinates which closely correspond to the distortions experienced by the molecule
in the resonant excited states

[ 1 36].

Molecular 7t_7t

0

transitions from the a1 g or �g

O
HOMO to the eg LUMO' s provide large enhancements for modes involving stretching
of the

7t

bond

and stretching of the

[ 1 37]

ligand-metal

bonds

[ 1 38].

These

vibrations have large Frank-Condon overlaps.
The

B

term allows the non-totally symmetric modes to gain intensity through

vibronic coupling of the electronic states.

This term is important in cases where a

forbidden or weakly allowed transition can gain intensity when two states
mix vibronically.

are allowed to

The resulting modes become prominent in the resonance Raman

spectrum. The enhancements depend on the size of mixing integral and on the proximity
of the electronic states.

A

limiting case is the Iahn-Teller effect where the mixing states

are degenerate, causing these modes to be strongly enhanced in the resonance Raman
spectrum.

II.F Depolarization Ratio

[ 1 30, 1 34]

The classical treatment of Raman scattering does not account for all the
perturbations in the system.

The polarizability (l described in equation II. I is really a

tensor with nine components, as shown in equation

11.2,

each of which in principle can

be measured independently in an oriented system.

(l can also be written as the sum of

three tensors �so, (laniso, and (lanti where both �so and (laniso are present when the tensor is
symmetrical and (lanti is present when the tensor is unsymmetrical. For randomly oriented
molecules, these three rotational invariants can be defined as the isotropic part, the
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symmetric anistropy and the antisymmetric anistropy. The isotropic part or mean value
is
11.35
the symmetric anistropy as
'Y.2

=

l
-r
L..J ( ayy - a ) 2
2 y;t
""

+

3r (
ayx
y;t

4 L..J

-

+

axy ) 2

II.36

and the antisymmetric anistropy as
'AI

'V2

=

3
L..J ( ayx
"4 r
y;t

_

axy ) 2

II.37

These differ only by numerical factors from the trace, quadrupole and magnetic dipole
invariants defined by Placzek [ 1 39]. If the incident light is linearly polarized, then
two components will be present in the scattered intensity, one perpendicular to the
polarization of the incident beam and one parallel to the polarization of the incident beam
as represented in Figure II.2. The intensity of the light scattered in parallel to the incident
polarization can be represented by the equation
II.38
where K is an experimental constant. The intensity of the perpendicular component is
II.39
The resulting ratio of the intensities is known as the depolarization ratio which is given
as
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Figure 11.2

Spaced fixed coordinate system for the polarization of Raman lines and

the determination of the depolarization ratio for Raman bands.

Vo

is the frequency of the

exciting laser light, while Ii and I I I are the intensities of the perpendicular and parallel
scattered light, respectively.

Vo

is polarized in the y direction and excites the sample

which scatters light in both the x and y directions.
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POLAR IZATIONS

y

z

46

( 3y} + 5y; )
2
( 45 (i2 + 4y, )

If the tensor is symmetric where <lyx = Uxy, then y./

=

0 and p

II.40

�

3/4. For the totally

symmetric vibrations, a. is non-zero and the depolarization ratio is 0 < p < 3/4. The

resulting Raman lines are said to be polarized. For non-totally symmetric vibrations,
is zero and can be classified into two categories.
scattering tensors such that y..
=

=

0 and y.

=

a.

The first category has symmetric

0 giving rise to the depolarization ratio of p

3/4 and the Raman lines are depolarized. However in certain circumstances, which

2

results in the second category, the tensors are antisymmetric and y.. is non zero. The
resulting ratio is equal to

00.

These Raman lines were predicted by theory to exist and

are known as anonymously or inversely polarized bands. They were fIrst observed by
Spiro and Strekas [1 40] in the resonance Raman spectrum of ferricytochrome c using

514.5 nm excitation. The depolarization ratio of the inversely polarized bands is actually
3/4 < Y <

00,

rather than y =

00

as predicted.

This discrepancy of theory versus

observation can be explained by a lowering of D4b symmetry of the complex through
substituent substitution on the porphyrin ring or inequivalent axial ligation.

II.G Heme Scattering [70-7 1 , 141]
The characteristics outlined in the previous sections are illustrated by the
resonance Raman effect of heme proteins which contain the chromophore, iron porphyrin.
In the case of chloroperoxidase and several other heme proteins, the chromophore present
in the active site of the protein is the iron protoporphyrin IX moiety shown in Figure II.3.
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The electronic structure of heme proteins

are discussed in detail by Makinen and Churg

[42] . The absorption spectrum of heme proteins in the visible region is characterized by
one very intense absorption (E
band and two weaker bands (E

-

-

l OS M cm·l ) around 400 nm known as the Soret or B
Ht M cm· l ) between SOO nm and 600 nm known as the

a. and p or Qo and QI bands. A typical electronic spectrum is shown in Figure IT.4. The

porphyrin has a nominal D4b symmetry. Gouterman has illustrated the electronic structure
through the use of a four-orbital model

[47]. The lowest lying unoccupied 1t0 orbitals are

degenerate and have eg symmetry, while the two highest filled

1t

orbitals are of alu and

� symmetries and have nearly the same energy. This allows a large interaction to occur
between the two orbital excitations, alu � eg and � � eg, producing two states, B and

Q. The B state is allowed while the Q state is forbidden, which is reflected in the
lowered intensity of the
weaker

a. and p bands. This accounts for the intense B transition and

Qo transition. Vibronic mixing of the Q state with the B state accounts for the

increased intensity of the

Q bands and leads to the QI side-band. There is a third band

known as the N band in the near ultraviolet which may account for some unique
absorption patterns present in the Raman spectrum. The Soret and
are the result of 1t

-

n°

a.-p absorption bands

transitions in the xy porphyrin plane.

Resonance Raman spectra of metalloporphyrins display a large number of peaks
that arise from the vibrational modes of the porphyrin ring and of the peripheral
substituents.

Excitation of the porphyrin in the Soret envelope enhances the

scattering of totally symmetric modes while excitation in the

A term

Q bands mainly produces

B term scattering of the non-totally symmetric modes through vibronic mixing of the
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Figure n.3

The structure of ferriprotoporphyrin IX with atom labeling.

The

numbering scheme assigns the positions of the vinyl and propionyl peripheral substituents.
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electronic states.
The orbital excitations from the HOMO's to the LUMO's have E" symmetry. By
mixing the Q and B states, the vibrational modes are enhanced. The allowed symmetries
from the mixed vibrations are

E"

x

Eu

=

AlB + A2B + B l B + B lg

for the D4h symmetry. Because of the high symmetry of the molecule, the Al B vibrations
are ineffective in vibronic mixing. Therefore, in Q-band excited Raman spectra, the
depolarized bands, Bl B and B2B, and inversely polarized bands, A2g, dominate. These
modes arise mainly from the in-plane vibrations.
Under the D4h symmetry, the porphyrin model, containing 37 atoms and assuming
the axial substituents are point masses, has 7 1 in-plane modes which classify in the
representation
riD-pWle

=

9 Alg + 8 A2g + 9 Blg + 9 B 2g + 1 8 E"

The E" modes are infrared active, while the remaining A and B modes are Raman active.
The Al g modes are polarized, the A lg modes are inversely polarized and the B modes are
depolarized. The polarizations allow for the classification of the symmetry species and
for assignment of the Raman vibrational spectrum.

Through the use of model

metalloporphyrins such as nickel octaethylporphyrin or zinc tetraphenyl porphyrin, most
of these modes have been assigned in the Raman spectrum [70-7 1 , 1 42] .
The out-of-plane modes of the planar metalloporphyrin involve bond bending
l
motions and account for the Raman bands seen at lower frequencies, below 1 100 cm- .
Under the D4h symmetry, the out-of-plane modes have representations of Alu, A2u, Blu,
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Figure 11.4

The visible electronic spectrum of the heme protein, cytochrome

c,

showing the Soret (B) around 400 nm and the 00 and Q I bands between 500 and 600 nm.
The region between 500 and 600 nm has been magnified for clarity.
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B2u, and

Eg.

Eg modes are

Of these, only the

Raman active which

are

enhanced through

vibronic mixing of in-plane E.. and out-of-plane A2u transitions:

Eu

x A2u

=

Eg•

In heme proteins, Raman bands can be seen from out-of-plane modes as a result of the
loss of the porphyrin planarity.

This mechanism can occur from asymmetric ligation,

protein-induced distortions, or asymmetric electronic fields in the heme-binding site as
a result of protein environment.
Under the same model of D4h symmetry there are 34 out-of-plane modes predicted
which can be classified as

row.o(.p.....

where only the
Because

Eg

activation

modes
of

3 Alu + 6

=

are

the

A2u

+5

B lu

+4

B2u

+ 8 Eg

Raman active unless the symmetry is lowered to C4V •

out-of-plane

modes

require

symmetry

lowering

and

metalloporphyrins prefer to have planar rings, the data from out-of-plane transitions has
been limited.
Axial ligation of the metalloporphyrin determines to a large extent the chemistry
and activity of the heme enzymes; therefore, a great effort has been made to determine
the metal-ligand stretching modes in the Raman spectra. These modes are generally weak
in intensity; however, through isotopic substitution many of these modes have been
identified. The metal-ligand stretching modes are out-of-plane vibrations and can be
enhanced for the in-plane electronic transition if the symmetry is lowered due to
inequivalent ligands or the presence of only one ligand resulting in alterations of the
metal-ligand bond lengths. If the axial ligands

are

identical, the metal-ligand stretch has
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A l l symmetry and is only infrared active; however, with different ligands, the metalligand stretch retains A l symmetry from the C4V point group and is now Raman active.

In the electronic spectra of heme proteins, charge transfer bands can result from
electron transfer from the filled porphyrin orbitals, � and alu' to the vacant d-orbitals of
the metal ion center.

These transitions give rise to absorptions in the visible region of

the spectrum coincident with or to the red of the Q bands.
In the protoporphyrin IX prosthetic group, two vinyl substituents which are
conjugated to the porphyrin 1t system decrease the D4h symmetry of the porphyrin ring.
These vinyl groups have stretching frequencies near

1 620

l
cm· .

With Soret excitation

several in- and out-of-plane deformations are observed. Since there are two vinyl groups,
the number of vinyl modes is doubled and found to be separated by as much as

100 cm· l .

Moreover, the vinyl groups induce Raman activity in the infrared-active Eu skeletal
modes.
The resonance Raman spectra of heme proteins contain certain bands that are
sensitive to the spin state, coordination number, oxidation state, and the nature of the axial
ligand.

One spin marker band (VI9) noted by Spaulding et al.

[ 1 43],

showed consistent

correlation with the size of the porphyrin cavity. This core-size correlation was confIrmed
and extended to other bands.

Choi et al.

[7 1 ]

found that all of the skeletal modes gave

negative linear correlations with the core size. The core size marker band is sensitive to
the spin state because the size of the central iron atom is dependent on the spin state. In
3+
2
both of the common oxidation states, Fe and Fe +, and when the complex is low spin,
the five and six valence electrons are in the d,. orbitals. The antibonding d orbitals are
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empty resulting in a shorter metal ligand bond length. When the complex is high spin,
the d orbitals contain one electron each resulting in lengthened bonds to the iron atom,
both for the axial ligands and the macromolecule. The core of the macromolecule is
-

therefore expanded. Relatively small differences in the core size (

0.06 A) can result

in Raman shifts of 5-6 cm· l . Similarly, the core size depends on the coordination number.
In a six-coordinate complex, the iron atom is in the plane of the heme; however, in the
five-coordinate complex, the iron atom is displaced toward the fIfth ligand causing a
contraction in the porphyrin cavity. The axial ligand can also have an affect on the core
size depending on the strength of the ligand. A very weak field ligand or the complete
absence of the fifth ligand can result in an intermediate spin-state. Consequently, the in
plane bonds to the iron are shortened and the core size is about the same as in low-spin
complexes. The core size order taking into account the spin (low spin versus high spin)
and the coordination number (5 or 6) follows the trend

6 coordinate, low spin Fe(ill) < 6 coordinate, low spin Fe(II) <
5 coordinate, high spin Fe(ill) < 6 coordinate, high spin Fe(IID

=

5 coordinate, high spin Fe(II) < 6 coordinate, high spin Fe(II)
The relationship between core size and spin state manifests itself in the stretching
frequencies of the various carbon-carbon and carbon-nitrogen bonds in the porphyrin
skeleton, particularly the spin state marker band, v3 • The general order of these stretching
frequencies is related to the bond order
Cb

-

� > C. - Cm > C.

-

N >

C. - Cb

where the subscripts a, b and m represent the carbon atoms of the porphyrin ring
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represented in Figure II.3. The porphyrin core size and spin state marker frequencies are
related by the equation
v

=

k (A

-

d ) cm - I

where v is the observed frequency, d is the porphyrin center to pyrole nitrogen distance,
k and

A

are the slope and intercept of a linear plot of core size versus frequency

[ 144]. The core size correlations have recently been reevaluated by Parthasarathi et
al. [72].
The spin state marker bands are some of the most prominent bands present in the
resonance Raman spectra of metalloporphyrins. These bands tend to be high frequency
bands located between 1 350 and 1 700 cm- I . The bands that are sensitive to the spin state
of the iron atom include v2 and v3 ' which are
B2g modes, and V 19' which is an

A2g

Al l

modes, Vto and Vw which are B I g and

mode.

The skeletal mode, V4, gives rise to a strong band in the resonance Raman
spectrum under Soret excitation. This mode can be described as a breathing mode of the
porphyrin ring. The frequency of v4 has been shown to depend largely on the oxidation
2
state of the iron atom; for Fe3+ it is found near 1375 cm-t, while for Fe + it is found near

1 360 cm-t, with relatively little spin-state dependence. However, with n-acid ligands, such
as CO, NO and O2 bound to the ferrous heme, the frequency of v4 shifts up into the

region of the ferric heme. This phenomenon can be attributed to a withdrawal of the d.,.

electrons from the porphyrin n· orbitals due to competition by the axial ligand n· orbitals

[ 144].
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The one-electron oxidation of the porphyrin ring produces a

1t

cation radical,

which are considered models for the reaction intermediates of various heme enzymes. The
electronic structures have been the subject of controversy because of the near degeneracy
of the two HOMOs, a1u and �

[140]. The nodal patterns and atomic coefficients are

radically different for these orbitals resulting in different properties of the cation radical
depending upon which orbital contains the unpaired electron. However, these two orbitals
are nearly degenerate allowing them to mix vibronically producing a pseudo-Jahn Teller
effect

[ 1 45]. Therefore information concerning the ground state and the excited states

is difficult to obtain.
In summary, the resonance Raman spectra of heme proteins can provide detailed
information about the porphyrin geometry and electronic structure including porphyrin
core size, oxidation state, spin state and ligation of the central metal ion. Depolarization
ratios and isotopically induced Raman frequency shifts can yield information about a
particular band resulting in the elucidation of possible structure and mechanism of an
enzyme.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL

III.A Introduction
Chloroperoxidase is a heme containing enzyme that is isolated from the mold
Ca/dariomyces fumago. It was first noticed when the mold C. fumago produced large
quantities of the dichlorinated biologically active compound, caldariomycin [41 ] . Hager
and coworkers later isolated chloroperoxidase and purified the enzyme by crystallization
[40]. Chloroperoxidase has remained of interest because of its diverse reactivity and its
structural and spectroscopic similarities to cytochrome P-450 as discussed in Chapter I.
Over the course of the last 20 years, several advances have been made in both the
production and purification of chloroperoxidase.
The procedures discussed in this chapter are used to produce chloroperoxidase
from the mold, Ca/dariomyces fumago, and isolate chloroperoxidase from the growth
medium for study by resonance Raman spectroscopy in the ultraviolet and visible
wavelength regions. One aim of these experiments is to obtain fluorescence free samples
of chloroperoxidase such that the fluorescence does not interfere with the resonance
Raman spectra. The second aim is to determine the binding properties of the iron oxygen bond and contribute to a determination of the heme active site structure in
compounds I and II. The production of chloroperoxidase from slant culture to a large
scale production in carboys will be discussed. The isolation and purification of
58
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chloroperoxidase will then be described. The instrumentation used to obtain the Raman
spectrum and the preparation of the samples including the reactions intermediates,
compounds I and II, will conclude this chapter.

III.B.

Production of Chloroperoxidase from Caldariomyces fumago
The production of chloroperoxidase from the mold C. fumago involves the

inoculation of mold cultures from a agar slant or plate to small starter cultures, to 1 liter
culture flasks and then to 20 liter carboys.
m.B. t .

Slant Cultures
The original culture of Caldariomyces jumago ATCC 1 6373 (American Type

Culture Collection, Fungi!Yeasts, Rockville, MD) was obtained on a sealed sterile potato
agar - glucose slant. The culture was transferred with a sterile inoculating loop to slants
and plates containing potato dextrose agar (Difco, Fisher) and allowed to grow at room
temperature for several days.

When the cultures

are

well established and contain

recognizable mold cultures, they were stored at 4 °C to maintain minimum growth. Fresh
slants were started at 1 - 2 month intervals from C. fumago cultures which were obtained
from American Type Cultures Collections at 6 month intervals. When the slants became
contaminated or overgrown, they were autoclaved at 1 2 1 °C for 30 minutes and
subsequently discarded.
III. B. 2.

Starter Flasks
From the slants, the mold C. fumago is inoculated into 250 mL erlenmeyer flasks

containing 50 mL of a fructose - yeast extract - salts medium with a sterile inoculating
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loop. The growth medium is outline in Table m.l. A scraping or single culture is
selected and suspended in the sterile growth medium which is then agitated in a New
Brunswick shaker at 250 rpm and kept at 1 9 DC. The suspended mycelia develop into
large cultures shaped like balls and the culture medium remains clear if not contaminated
with other microorganisms. The culture takes approximated 2 weeks to reach a stationary
phase in the growth cycle. The cell mycelia

are

homogenized with a food processor,

sterilized in 70% ethanol. The homogenate is used to inoculate several 1 Liter culture
flasks. If the cell cultures in these starter flasks

are

not homogenized, the culture can be

maintained in stationary phase for approximately one week before the death phase
commences.
III.B.3. Culture Flasks
One Liter flasks containing 200 mL of the sterile fructose-salts growth medium
outlined in Table III. l is inoculated with the ground mycelia from the starter flasks and

Table m.l

Growth Medium for Ca/dariomyces jumago
Fructose (Sigma Chemical Co.)

30- 100 gIL

Yeast Extract (Difco, Fisher)

5 gIL

Potassium Phosphate, KH2P04 (Sigma)

2 gIL

Potassium Chloride, KCI (Sigma)

2 gIL

Sodium Nitrate, NaN03 (Sigma)

2 gIL

Magnesium Sulfate, MgS04• 7 Hp (Sigma)

1 gIL

Iron Sulfate, FeS04• 7 HP (Aldrich)

20 mgIL
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allowed to reach the exponential growth phase. This growth occurs between 24 and 48
hours after inoculation. IT the mycelia from the starter flasks are not homogenized, the
exponential growth phase can be delayed and the cultures kept with minimum growth up
to 1 week before the culture becomes overgrown and the death phase is entered. The
original growth medium used by Morris and Hager consisted of a glucose-malt medium

[40].

Pickard [ 1 46] described the use of a fructose-salts growth medium which is

used in this laboratory. Fructose has been shown to promote chloroperoxidase production
whereas the glucose - malt medium represses chloroperoxidase production [ 1 47]. We
have found that C. fumago grows better in glucose but produces little if any
chloroperoxidase. The cultures were incubated in a New Brunswick rotary shaker at 250
rpm and 1 9 DC. Shaking the flasks increases aeration of the cell cultures and improves
cell production. The suspended mycelia present in the growth medium were homogenized
in a food processor and used to inoculate a 20 liter carboy containing 3 liters of the sterile
fructose - salts medium.
m.BA. Large Scale Production in Carboys
It was observed that the mold, C. fumago, produced greater quantities of
chloroperoxidase when well aerated [40, 1 48- 149] and that the mold clung to the
side of the growing flask [86]. For this reason in the fmal stage of chloroperoxidase
production, the cell mycelia are grown in a rotating carboy [86] in which the mycelium
is allowed to cover the wall of a 20 L Nalgene carboy (Fisher) which is placed on a
mechanized roller (U.S . Stoneware) and rotated at 1 to 3 rpm. The sides of the carboy
are scraped to roughen the surface permitting the mold to attach easily to the sides. The
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carboy is fitted with a machined cap allowing for continuous oxygen aeration. (Figure

m. l ) The cap is fitted with a fixture which allows rotation of the carboy without binding
of the oxygen tubing and a 40 cm by

1 cm O.D. rigid tube which oxygenates the bottom

of the carboy.
The carboy contains
much as

3 liters of sterile fructose - salts medium, inoculated with as

1 liter of growth medium which contains homogenized mycelia from the 1 liter

flasks. The carboy is rotated and aerated with pure oxygen passed through two sterile
0.2j..Lm filter (Millex FGso Unit 5Omm). After being homogenized, the mycelia readily
attach to the walls. Within 24 hours, the walls are completely covered with a thick layer
of growth and chloroperoxidase production commences. When large ball - shaped cell
cultures (unhomogenized cultures) are used to inoculate the barrel, the mycelia do not
attach readily to the carboy walls and remain in the growth medium. The presence of
cultures in the growth medium reduces aeration of the mold and consequently the amount
of chloroperoxidase produced is also decreased. A steady flow of oxygen is maintained
with periodic oxygen purges occurring after the cell growth is well established on the
walls.

We found this significantly increases the chloroperoxidase production.

If the

oxygen purges occur before the cell growth is well established the cell mycelia slough off
the walls and remains in the growth medium.
At the end of the growth period, approximately
harvested and

9 days, the growth medium is

3 liters of new medium is added. After 8 days, the medium is again

harvested. The carboy is autoclaved, cleaned with bleach, rinsed with soap and water and
then reused. We found that continued harvesting of the same carboy did not result in
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Figure ITI.1

The large scale production of chloroperoxidase from the mold

Ca/dariomyces jwnago is grown in a 20 Liter carboy which is slowly rotated and
oxygenated, to increase aeration of the mold.
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increased amounts of chloroperoxidase production. Lower quantities are obtained from
the second and third harvest making it counter-productive to continue with the same
carboy for long periods. Blanke

10

[86]

utilized the same barrel for 200 days, constituting

production cycles. He used glucose inoculum which decreases the chloroperoxidase

production in cycle

1.

increased to cycle

then steadily decreased. We have not used a carboy for longer than

3

4

During production cycle 2 thru

production cycles, approximately

30

8,

chloroperoxidase production

days, without low yields or contamination of the

cultures occurring.
Recently, we have added

5

ml per liter of Tween

80

(Polyoxyethylene-Sorbitan

monooleate, Sigma Chemical Co.). This has apparently shortened the growing cycle of .
the mold and allows us to harvest the fIrst production cycle after
medium used to establish the mold colony in the carboy contains

5 or 6 days.

5 mL per liter of Tween

80 and the regular amounts of the other ingredients outlined in Table

IIL L The medium

added to the carboy at the end of the fIrst production cycle contains
Tween

80

The growth

5

mL per liter of

and a lower percentage of sodium nitrate (.2 grams per liter instead of 2 grams

per liter). Chloroperoxidase is produced under stress, by decreasing the nitrogen present
in the growth medium, the mold,

C. jumago,

starts producing chloroperoxidase almost

immediately after receiving the low nitrate medium. However, this low nitrogen medium
increases the stress on the mold culture which may cause the premature death of the
culture.
The pH was monitored before and after harvesting and adjustments were made
toward the end of the each production cycle, so that a fairly constant pH was maintained,
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between pH 4.0 and 6.0. If the pH of the growth medium increases to above pH 6 during
the growing cycle, the production of chloroperoxidase decreases and the production of
black pigment, also excreted by the mold, increases. The black pigment is believed to
be a degradation product of the heme enzyme, possibly the denatured protein.
At the end of the production cycle, the medium is harvested and poured from the
carboy into a large beaker. The harvested medium which has a volume of approximately

2 liters is filtered through several layers of cheesecloth to remove any mycelia present in
the growth medium.

The pH of the harvested medium is also monitored and corrected

to pH 4. To decrease the volume of the medium, we pour approximately

500 mL into

moistened dialysis tubing (36 mm by

1 m long) with a funnel.

The dialysis bags

containing the harvested growth medium

are hung from a wire rack inside a refrigerator.

A fan is used to circulate the air within the refrigerator which increases the evaporation
rate of the water from the medium through the dialysis bag walls. We typically grow
four carboys simultaneously producing approximately

12 liters of growth medium every

7 days. Purification of chloroperoxidase involves fractionation with 95% ethanol. Large
quantities of growth medium require a large volume of ethanol and increased processing
time; therefore, the medium is allowed to concentrate inside the dialysis tubing while the
water in the harvested medium evaporates through the walls of the dialysis tubing. When
less than

100 mL of harvested medium remains in the dialysis tubing, taking

approximately 7 days, the dialysis bags containing the growth medium are placed in a flat
tub containing sugar. The dialysis bags are completely covered with sugar which removes
most of the remaining water. The final volume is approximately

25 mL per dialysis bag.
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are combined with a final volume of 400 to 200 mL and ethanol

Several bags

fractionation is used to purify the chloroperoxidase, which will be discussed in more
detail. The sucrose solution was assayed for chloroperoxidase activity and no discemable
amount of enzyme was present.

m.e. Assay of Enzyme Activity
The assay used to determine chloroperoxidase activity in the growth medium is
based

on

the

chlorination

of

1 , 1 -dimethyl-4-chloro-3,5

cyclohexanedione

or

monochlorodimedone (MCD) to the dichlorinated form or dichlorodimedone (DCD) [21]
with an accompanying loss of absorbance at 278 nm. Monochlorodimedone absorbs UV
light strongly with an extinction coefficient of £Vs

-

1 .22

x

10'';

dichlorodimedone exhibits a negligible absorption at this wavelength (£Vs

=

however,
1 .6

x

1(f).

Therefore, the loss in absorbance at 278 nm is a sensitive indicator of the enzyme
concentration.
The monochlorodimedone (Sigma Chemical Co.) is prepared fresh according to
the procedure outlined by Hollenberg and Hager [ 1 50]. The assay was performed on
a Shimatzu UV -Visible Recording Spectrophotometer (Model UV 265) set in time
analysis mode. The absorption of the reaction was monitored at a wavelength of 278 nm.
A 2.95 mL aliquot of the MCD solution ( 16 mM monochlorodimedone in 0.01
M potassium phosphate buffer 2.75 and 20 mM KCl ) is combined with 50 ilL of a 120
mM hydrogen peroxide (HP� solution.

The concentration of the hydrogen peroxide

solution is determined by its absorbance at 230 nm ( £no

=

67 M'! cm·! ). The above
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solutions

are mixed in a 1 cm pathlength quartz cell and the reaction is started by adding

10-20 jlL of the enzyme to the cuvette. Changes in absorbance at 278 nm are recorded
as a function of time. The reaction is approximately linear initially allowing the protein
activities to be determined from this linear portion. An enzyme unit is defined as the
amount of enzyme which catalyzes the chlorination of 1 j.l.mole of monochlorodimedone
per minute. The specific activity is defined as units per mg of protein.

m.D. Isolation and Purification of Chlorooeroxidase
The purification of chloroperoxidase has been published by Morris and Hager [40]
and Libby et al. [21]. Several other methods for fractionation of the enzyme from the
black pigment included:

four week freezing followed by ethanol precipitation [ 1 50] ,

concentration under reduced pressure [ 1 5 1 ] , treatment with large amounts of alumina
[ 1 52], or polyethyleneglycol precipitation of the pigment [ 1 53].

A simplified

purification discussed by Morris and Hager [40] and Libby et al. [21] involves two steps,
fractionation by ethanol precipitation and column chromatography and is a modification
of the procedure recently described by Blanke [86] .
m.D. l . Ethanol Fractionation
Purification of chloroperoxidase involves the ethanol fractionation of enzyme
produced by

C. fumago from the black gelatinous pigment also a product of the mold.

When the pH of the growth medium is monitored and kept between pH 4.0 and 6.0, the
production of black pigment is minimized. Above pH 7, the production of black pigment
is very high and almost no chloroperoxidase is present.
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A volume of approximate 500 ml of concentrated growth medium is placed in a
2 liter beaker. The beaker and medium is equilibrated to -20 °C by a saline ice bath. The
bucket containing the beaker and ice-salt bath is placed in a refrigerator. 95% ethanol
chilled to -20 °C is added in a slow steady stream and mixed onto the crude medium with
a stirring motor (GCA Precision Scientific Model 75748) until a black precipitate appears
in solution. The precipitation of the black pigment is achieved between 42% and 45%
ethanol saturation ( % ethanol

=

{ volume of ethanol } /

( volume of ethanol + volume

of medium } ). The resulting colloidal mixture is centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 1 5 minutes
at -20 °C.

The precipitate resembles black rubber in consistency and is discarded.

Chloroperoxidase is present in the light brown colored supernatant to which ethanol is
added to 70% saturation. This is sufficient to precipitate all of the chloroperoxidase. A
higher percentage of ethanol saturation precipitates increasing quantities of yellow
pigment. Some of the crude chloroperoxidase precipitate is found at the bottom of the
beaker, the rest of the precipitate remains as a colloidal suspension in the supernatant.
The supernatant is centrifuged at 8000 rpm at -20°C for 1 5 minutes. The pellet from the
centrifuge tubes and the precipitate from the beaker are dissolved in 1 M sodium acetate
buffer pH 3.8 chilled to 4 °C. This results in a light brown solution which contains crude
chloroperoxidase.

The redissolved solution of chloroperoxidase is concentrated in an

Amicon and washed with 5 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 3.8. The effluent from the
Amicon contains negligible amounts of chloroperoxidase in ethanol and is discarded.
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m.D.2. Ion-Exchange Chromatography
We use three steps involving ion exchange chromatography to further purify
chloroperoxidase.

A Whatman cellulose DE-52 (Fisher) column is used to isolate

chloroperoxidase from the ethanol precipitate and remaining black pigment.

Further

purification involves DEAE Sepharose anion exchange and CM Sepharose cation
exchange, using Fast Flow Protein liquid chromatography (FPLC, Pharmacia). These
separate steps will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
Approximately 100 grams of Whatman DE-52 anion exchange cellulose packing
is placed in a 5 cm I.D. by 25 cm long column.

The Whatman DE-52 packing is first

washed with one liter of 0.5 N hydrochloric acid (HCI) and rinsed with water until the
pH is above 4.0. The DE-52 packing is then washed with one liter of 0.5 N sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) and rinsed with water until the pH is below 8.0. This DE-52 column
is then equilibrated with as much as 1 2 liters of 5 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 3.8. The
crude chloroperoxidase solution is loaded onto the DE-52 anion exchange column. After
the protein was applied, the column is washed with approximately 200 ml of 5 mM
sodium acetate buffer pH 3.8 which often results in a band of chloroperoxidase passing
through the column. The main fraction is eluted in a single step with 300 mM sodium
acetate buffer. 1 M sodium acetate buffer pH 3.8 elutes additional fractions which are
often combined with the main fraction. The black pigment and a light brown or yellow
pigment remain bound to the anion exchange packing. The black pigment is believed to
be denatured protein. The DE-52 anion exchange column is then reequilibrated with HCI
and NaOH and reused.
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The main fraction of chloroperoxidase that i s eluted from the Whatman DE-52
anion exchange column has an R. (Reinheitszahl) of approximately 1 . 3 . The R. is the
ratio of Soret absorbance at 400 nm to the protein absorbance at 280 nm and is often used
to determine enzyme purity. Protein, at this point, was observed to be fluorescent when
attempts were made to obtain the resonance Raman spectra. Fluorescence swamps the
Raman signal making it difficult to see the Raman frequencies.

Therefore, several

additional purification steps were developed.
The protein collected from the Whatman DE-52 anion exchange column is
concentrated in an Amicon and washed with several volumes of 5 mM sodium acetate,
pH 3.8. The protein in 5 mM sodium acetate buffer is loaded on a Pharmacia FPLC
DEAE Sepharose anion exchange fast flow column, 20 mm I.D. by 1 0 cm long,

equilibrated with 200 ml of 1 M sodium acetate buffer and then washed with 200 ml of
5 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 3.8. The chloroperoxidase was loaded onto the DEAE
Sepharose column in 5 mM sodium acetate buffer.
that did not adhere

to

A fraction of the chloroperoxidase

the column was washed through with the 5 mM sodium acetate

buffer. The main fraction of the protein was eluted with a 200 ml gradient from 5 mM
to 150 mM sodium acetate buffer. A small portion of the protein adhered to the column
and was eluted with a 100 ml gradient from 1 50 mM to 1 M sodium acetate buffer. The
gradient separated 3 different components, all have enzyme activity. The main center
fraction of chloroperoxidase has an R. of 1 .3.
The final step in the purification of chloroperoxidase entailed cation exchange
chromatography. The protein is concentrated in an Amicon, washed with 5 mM sodium
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acetate buffer and then loaded onto the CM sepharose cation exchange fast flow column,
20 mm 1.0. by 10 cm, which had been equilibrated with 200 ml of I M sodium acetate
buffer and washed with 200 ml of 5 mM sodium acetate buffer. Chloroperoxidase is
loaded onto the CM cation exchange column with 5 mM acetate buffer until all protein
that did not adhere is washed through. The main fraction of protein is eluted with a 200
ml gradient from 5 mM to 20 mM sodium acetate buffer concentration. The final fraction
of protein which adhered to the column is eluted with a 100 ml gradient from 20 mM to
1 M acetate buffer.

This column separated at least 3 components.

The two main

fractions were collected at approximately 1 2 mM and 20 mM buffer concentration.

t\

least two isozymes of chloroperoxidase are known to exist [ 1 8] . Sae and Cunningham
described the properties of two isozymes, A and B [ 15 1 ] .

Isozyme A crystallized in

ammonium sulfate and had an isoelectric pH value of 3.85. Isozyme B did not crystallize
and had an isoelectric pH of 3.57. Hashimoto and Pickard described two isozymes that
were produced from different fungal cultures and growth mediums in varying percentages
[ 1 52, 1 54].

Kenigsberg et al. [ 1 55] showed similar separation of isozymes from

an anion exchange column.

The differences in the isozymes were apparent in the

carbohydrate composition. The separation of chloroperoxidase from the CM sepharose
column in our laboratory elutes two main isozymes. We equate fraction 1 which eluted
at a 1 2 mM buffer concentration with isozyme B and fraction 2 which eluted at a 20 mM
buffer concentration with isozyme A. Both isozymes have an � of 1 .4. The resonance
Raman spectra of both isozymes are similar and are almost fluorescence free in both the
ultraviolet excited and the Soret excited spectra.
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As discussed in Chapter I, chloroperoxidase when reacted with hydrogen peroxide
or peracetic acid produces two distinct reaction intermediates, known as compounds I and

II. Both of these intermediates have short lifetimes requiring special mixing techniques
[ 1 56- 1 57]

and large

quantities

of enzyme,

in

order

to

observe

the

resonance

Raman spectra. Researchers often discarded the enzyme after it is mixed with hydrogen
peroxide; but, in this laboratory, the enzyme is regenerated directly after the experiment
by mixing with a 200 fold excess of ascorbic acid buffered at pH 3.8.

This enzyme is

separated from degradation products of the reaction, concentrated in an Amicon, washed
with 5 mM sodium acetate buffer at pH 3.8 to remove the oxidant and ascorbic acid and
repurified on the CM sepharose cation exchange column using the elution gradient
developed for the virgin enzyme.

There is approximately a 75% recovery of enzyme

when peracetic acid is used as the oxidant.

III.E. Instrumentation
The Raman experiments described in this dissertation
experimental set-up diagrammed in Figure III.2.

are done with the use of the

The excitation source is either a

continuous wave krypton ion laser (Spectra Physics model 1 7 1 - 0 1 ) with an ultra high
field magnet or a continuous wave argon ion laser (Spectra Physics model 2025-05 S)
with enhanced ultraviolet output.

The Raman spectra are obtained with excitation

wavelengths of 363.8 nm from the argon ion laser and 356.4 nm or 406.7 nm from the
krypton ion laser.

The visible excitation causes Soret enhancement while the near

ultraviolet excitation results in N-band enhancement.

The samples

are

studied with
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Figure m.2.

The schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for the

resonance Raman measurements. The enzyme is mixed with an equal volume of oxidant
in a Ballou mixer, collected and regenerated. The Raman signal is collected with a series
of lenses, detected with a diode array, multichannel analyzer and plotted on a computer
screen. The laser lines used to the excite the enzyme were 4067, 3564 and 3507
the krypton ion laser and 3638

A

from the argon ion laser.
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transversely excited laser light of low power (less than 10 mW). The scattered light from
the sample is collected at 90°

to

the incident beam by a lens and focused onto the slit ofa

0.5 m spectrograph (Spex model 1 870) fitted with either a 1 800 or 2400 lines/mm
holographic grating (Instruments SA Inc.). The lenses used for the visible excitation
consist of a Canon f/0.95 50mm lens and a f/4.5 1 80 mm lens.

For the ultraviolet

excitation, the scattered light is collected by a f/1 .4 55 mm Rolleinar MC lens and a
quartz f/4.5 mm 1 80 mm lens (Melles Griot). The scattered light passed through the
monochromator is detected by an optical multichannel analyzer,

OMA ill (EG&G

Princeton Applied Research Corp. model 1 460/1 2 1 6) with either a silicon intensified
vidicon detector head (model 1 254) cooled to -50 °C or a diode array Redicon detector
(model 1 460) cooled to -35 °C.
The Raman band frequencies are calibrated using the known frequencies of indene
[ 1 58],

fenchone

[ 1 59]

and

cyclohexene

[ 1 60].

The

band

assignments

and

numbering system of the Raman bands follow those given by Abe et al. [ 1 6 1 - 1 62] ,
Choi

et

al.

[ 1 63],

and

Li

et

al.

[ 1 64- 1 65]

for

the

modes

of

nickel

octaethylporphyrin. The bands are distinguished by frequency patterns, isotopic shifts and
polarizations which can either be polarized

(P), depolarized (dp) or inversely polarized (ip

or ap).
The resolution of the Raman spectra is ± 2 cm·l and the band frequencies are
accurate to ± 1 cm·l for strong isolated bands.
spectra shown.

Several spectra are recorded for each

There are no smoothing techniques performed on any of the spectra

shown in this dissertation; fluorescence background signals are removed when necessary
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by the subtraction of a straight diagonal line. The spectra are recorded in the computer
by light intensity per pixel. Often the spectra of the reaction intennediates are composites
of both the reaction intennediate and the ferric enzyme; therefore, to obtain a clear
spectrum of the intennediate, the intensity per pixel of the ferric enzyme spectrum is
subtracted from the intensity per pixel of the composite spectrum resulting in a
representative spectrum of the reaction intennediate.
The sampling techniques are either a small volume quartz spinning Raman cell
(Spex Industries) or a high volume continuous flow mixer. Ferric chloroperoxidase and
its complexes are sampled by a spinning cell. However, the reaction intennediates of
chloroperoxidase are very short lived requiring special mixing techniques [ 1 56] .
Compounds I and II are fonned by mixing equal volumes of the enzyme with the oxidant
in a modified B allou 4-jet mixer [ 1 57] fed by two 1 00 ml stainless steel syringes (model
762) driven by a Harvard Bioscience syringe pump (model 975). The exit port of the
mixer is a 5 mm length of 26 gauge hypodennic tubing which produces a horizontal jet
stream of sample through the open air. The flow can be varied between 0. 1 and 0.2 mVs.
The minimum delay inherent in the mixer is less than 30 ms between mixing and
observation. A greater time delay can be inserted if necessary.

The sample stream is

collected by a small ( 1 0 ml) glass catch basin from which the sample was pumped by a
variable speed Masterflex peristaltic pump (Cole-Panner) into a reservoir containing a 200
molar excess of ascorbic acid, (free acid, Sigma), buffered to pH 3.8, which regenerated
the resting enzyme from the reaction intennediates.
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ill.F. Sample Preparation
Several samples of complexes were prepared and resonance Raman spectra
obtained. These complexes include ferric and ferrous adducts with carbon monoxide,
nitric oxide, imidazole, acetate, and halides. The preparation of these complexes and the
reaction intermediates, compounds I, II and ill will be described in the following section.
ill.F. 1. Complexes
The chloroperoxidase derivatives at a concentration of 200

IlM in 5 mM acetate

buffer at pH 3.8 are mixed in a small volume quartz spinning Raman cell.

The

concentration of enzyme solution was determined by the absorption at 400 nm using an
extinction coefficient of E:!98

=

75.3 mM-1 cm-I [ 1 52].

The ferric complexes of sodium cyanide, sodium cyanate, sodium thiocyanate,
imidazole and sodium azide are produced by mixing a small amount of solid compound
with enzyme in the spinning cell. The ferrous complexes of the above compounds are
made by reducing the ferric complex with sodium dithionite under a nitrogen atmosphere.
The ferric complexes of carbon monoxide and nitric oxide are prepared by
bubbling the enzyme with the gas under a nitrogen atmosphere. The ferrous complex of
carbon monoxide is produced by reducing the enzyme with dithionite under a nitrogen
atmosphere and bubbling with carbon monoxide gas. The ferrous nitric oxide adduct is
prepared by reducing the enzyme and bubbling with nitric oxide gas.
Compound III, the ferrous dioxygen complex, is prepared in the manner of Sono
et al. [ 104] .

The ferrous enzyme is produced by reducing the ferric enzyme with

dithionite under a nitrogen atmosphere in a 65% (v/v) ethylene glycol in 50 mM
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potassium phosphate buffer, pH 5 .6, at 4 °C, followed by cooling to -35 °C and bubbling
the ferrous enzyme with oxygen for 1 5

to

30 seconds. The resulting Raman spectrum of

compound ill is a result of the subtraction of the ferrous enzyme resonance Raman
spectrum from the compound ill resonance Raman spectrum.
III.F.2. Compound I
Compound I is prepared by mixing the ferric enzyme with an equal volume of
oxidant in the Ballou mixer [ 1 53]. The oxidant can either be peracetic acid or hydrogen
peroxide. The same results

are obtained for both oxidants; however, the rate of formation

and the lifetime of the reaction intermediate

are different for the two oxidants. The rate

of reaction is longer for the reaction oxidized with peracetic acid. The lifetime is also
longer when compared to the lifetime of the reaction intermediate produced using
hydrogen peroxide.
The ferric enzyme is mixed with a 1 5 molar excess of peracetic acid in 5 mM
sodium acetate buffer at pH 3.8. The enzyme concentration before mixing with oxidant
in the rapid flow mixer is approximately 400 J.lM. The enzyme is immediately mixed
with a 200 molar excess of ascorbic acid buffered to pH 3.8. The quick regeneration of
the resting enzyme results in a greater than 70% recovery of resting enzyme.
The ferric enzyme when mixed with a 5 molar excess of hydrogen peroxide in 50
mM potassium phosphate buffer at pH 5 .6 also produces compound I. If a less than 3
molar excess is used, no compound I formation is observed, determined by the absorption
spectra taken on a Hewett Packard diode array spectrophotometer (model HP8452A) set
in the time analysis mode. The absorption spectra of ferric enzyme and compound I of
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Figure llI.3. The absorption spectra of native ferric and compound I of chloroperoxidase

taken on a Hewett Packard diode array spectrophotometer (model HP8452A) from 700
nrn

to 300 nm. The Soret for compound I is present at 368

nrn

which is shifted from 399

nm and decreased in intensity with respect to the native enzyme. The peak at 690 nm is
present in the compound I absorption spectrum but absent in the ferric enzyme spectrum.
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chloroperoxidase are shown in Figure m.3.

Similarly, a 5 molar excess of hydrogen

peroxide labelled with oxygen- 1 8 is used in the isotopic substituted resonance Raman
spectra of compound I.

The concentration of the isotopically substituted hydrogen

peroxide is determined by titration with sodium thiosulfate, in the presence of potassium
iodide. The reaction intermediates prepared with hydrogen peroxide have a shortened
lifetime and require an increased mixing flow rate in the Ballou mixer. The resonance
Raman spectrum of ferric enzyme is subtracted from the resonance Raman spectrum of
compound I. The enzyme after mixing is immediately mixed with a 200 fold excess of
ascorbic acid buffered at pH 3.8, concentrated in an Amicon, washed with 5 mM sodium
acetate buffer, pH 3.8 and the sample run through the CM Sepharose cation exchange
column. The regenerated ferric enzyme can then be reused in further experiments.
III.F.3 Compound

II

In order to form compound

II, a premixed solution of ferric enzyme and a 1 00

molar excess of ascorbic acid are mixed with an equal volume of oxidant in a Ballou
mixer [ 1 57].

The oxidant used is either peracetic acid or hydrogen peroxide.

When

peracetic acid is used as the oxidant, a 30 molar excess of oxidant is mixed with enzyme
premixed with a 50 molar excess of ascorbic acid in 5 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 3.8.
The concentration of enzyme before mixing is approximately 400 11M and approximately
1 0% of the total volume is ascorbic acid which minimizes the dilution of the enzyme
solution. The enzyme is immediately mixed with a 200 molar excess of ascorbic acid
after oxidization with either peracetic acid or hydrogen peroxide.
When the oxidant is hydrogen peroxide, a 10 molar excess of hydrogen peroxide
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Figure m.4. The

absorption

spectra

of

native

ferric

and

compound

II of

chloroperoxidase taken on a Hewett Packard diode array spectrophotometer (model
HP8452A) from 700 nm to 300 Dm. The Soret of compound II has a hyperporphyrin
electronic absorption with two maxima at 374 nm and 436 nm.
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is mixed in a Ballou mixer with the premixed solution of ferric enzyme and a 50 molar
excess of ascorbic

acid in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 5.6.

The

absorption spectrum of compound II taken on a Hewett Packard spectrophotometer (model

HP8452A) is shown in Figure m.4.

Similarly, a 10 molar excess of isotopically

substituted oxygen 1 8 hydrogen peroxide is used to produce compound II. The reaction
intennediates prepared with hydrogen peroxide have a shortened lifetime and require an
increased mixing flow rate in the Ballou mixer.

The enzyme after being mixed with

oxidant is immediately mixed with a 200 fold excess of excess of ascorbic acid buffered
to pH 3.8, concentrated in an Amicon, washed with 5 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 3.8
and repurified on the eM Sepharose cation exchange column.
In summary, from the production of the mold,

Caldariomyces fumago,

we have

obtained the purified heme enzyme, chloroperoxidase, and we have studied the resonance
Raman spectra of the ferric and ferrous enzyme, their complexes and the reaction
intennediates, compounds I and

II.

These spectra use several excitation wavelengths

including Soret absorption excitation at 4067 and near ultraviolet excitation at 3638, 3564,
and 3507

A.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

IV.A. Introduction
The native fonn of chloroperoxidase is a high spin, penta-coordinate, ferric iron
[Fe(llI)] heme. The spin state is temperature dependent showing a change from mainly
penta-coordinate low spin below 200 K to high spin as the temperature increases [45, 50,
55]. The ferric enzyme can be reduced to its ferrous [Fe(ll)] penta-coordinate high spin
fonn with sodium dithionite under a nitrogen atmosphere.

The heme iron of

chloroperoxidase can fonn adducts with ligands including carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
sulphur, and halides. The ferric and ferrous complexes are predominately hexa-coordinate
low spin; however, two exceptions have been noted [48, 102], the fluoride and the acetate
complexes both have hexa-coordinate high spin character.
Peroxidases react with hydrogen peroxide and certain other oxidants to form
reaction intennediates, known as compounds I, II and III. Compounds I, II and III, are
fonnally an Fe (V), Fe (IV) and Fe (VI), respectively as outlined in Table IV. I .
Compound I , although formally an Fe (V) i s believed to contain an Fe (IV)

1t -

cation

radical formed by the two electron oxidation of native resting enzyme, with one oxidation
equivalent resting on the porphyrin ring [ 12, 1 1 8].

The one electron reduction of

compound I fonns compound II, an Fe (IV) heme [ 1 0, 1 19] . Compound III is produced
86
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Table IV.I

The coordination number, spin state and oxidation state of the

various forms of native, ferric and ferrous, reaction intermediates and complexes of
chloroperoxidase.

5 coordinate

6 coordinate

5 Coordinate

6 Coordinate

Low Spin

Low Spin

High Spin

High Spin

Fe (II)

Various
Complexes

Ferrous

[CO, CN]

Fe (ill)

Low

Various

Temperature

Complexes

Native

[CN, Azide,
SCN, NCO]

Fe (IV)

Compound II

Fe (V)

Compound I

Fe (VI)

Compound ill

Various
Native

Complexes
[F, Acetate]
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by adding an excess of hydrogen peroxide to compound II to fonn the ferrous dioxygen
adduct which is fonnally an Fe (VI) heme [ 1 8] .
Resonance Raman investigations in our laboratory centered on the identification
of compounds I and

II of chloroperoxidase and the identification of the oxy ferryl

[Fe(JV)=O] stretching frequencies in the reaction intennediates.

Ferric and ferrous

derivatives were also investigated in order to detennine if any of these complexes were
produced during the oxidation of the resting enzyme.

IV.B. Region Between 1 3oo and 1 7oo cm·

1

The near ultraviolet excited Raman spectra show a modified intensity pattern
relative to that observed under Soret absorption excitation.
heme proteins

The electronic spectra of

are characterized by several absorptions important to probing the active site

of chloroperoxidase and other heme proteins. The ultraviolet-visible absorption spectrum
of hemoproteins is characterized by one very intense absorption around 400 nm known
as the Soret band and several weaker bands above 500 nm.
0

The Soret absorption band

is due to 7t - 7t transitions in the porphyrin chromophore [42].
spectra

are dominated by the AIg porphyrin

Soret excited Raman

modes: v2• v). the spin state marker band. v4•

l
the oxidation state marker band and v7 which is in the region below 1 000 cm· • v) and v4
under near ultraviolet (N-band) excitation are usually very weak. However. the AIg mode.
1

v2• along with VIO' a B I g mode. and several other modes above 1 550 cm· have increased
intensity when excited in the ultraviolet. A possible explanation is that the modes above

1550 cm·

1

involve expansion and contraction motions of the outer periphery of the

porphyrin ring to a greater extent than v4 or v7 which are ring breathing modes involving
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motions of atoms in the inner core [ 1 62].
The region between 1 300 and 1 700 cm'! contains many modes which involve the
stretching and vibration of the porphyrin atoms. These modes include V4, v3' v2, and V IO
and are influenced by changes in ligation, spin state, and oxidation state of the heme iron.
The region between 500 and 1 000 cm'! generally has low intensity bands with the
exception of

v7•

The important oxy-ferryl stretching frequencies

are also found in this

region. The region below 500 cm'! contains a large density of out of plane modes. A
number of bands have been identified in this region which include the Fe-S stretching
frequency at 347 cm'! [83] and the Fe-C stretching frequency at 488 cm'! [82].
Resonance Raman spectra of the ferric and ferrous enzyme will be discussed in
the following section. The Raman spectra of the reaction intermediates of the peroxidase
cycle, compounds I and n, will be shown to be different from either the ferric

or

ferrous

states in the region between 1 300 and 1 700 cm'!.
IV.B. ! . Ferric and Ferrous Enzyme
Changes in relative intensities of the ferric enzyme Raman frequencies in the
region from 1 300 to 1 700 cm'! are shown in Figure IV. l utilizing near ultraviolet and
Soret excitation. V IO is often obscured in Soret excited spectra by a vinyl stretching mode
at 1 62 1 cm'!. This vinyl mode is weaker and often obscured by V I O in the near ultraviolet
excited spectrum which allows a clear delineation of vlO• Small differences are apparent
in the near ultraviolet excited spectra when excited with 3638, 3564 and 3507

A light

since these wavelengths are very close together; however, major differences are apparent
in the Soret excited spectra utilizing 4067

A light shown in Figure IV. ! . Both v4 and

V3 are considerably more intense while

and V37

v2

are less intense in the Soret excited
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spectra than their counterparts in the near ultraviolet excited spectra. The polarization
spectra are shown in Figure IV.2 for this same region utilizing both 3638 and 4067

A

excitation. Interestingly, VIO at 1 630 cm ·1 shows clearly in the perpendicularly polarized
Soret excited spectrum while it is almost totally obscured in the parallel polarized
spectrum.

This band is apparent in the perpendicular polarized resonance Raman

spectrum because it is depolarized and has a greater intensity in the perpendicular
spectrum while the vinyl mode is polarized and comparatively has a smaller signal in the
perpendicular spectrum.
The Raman spectra of the ferrous enzyme using excitation wavelengths of 3564,
3638 and 4067

A are given in Figure IV.3. Remba et al [74] showed the resonance

Raman spectra of the ferrous enzyme utilizing 4579, 4 1 3 1 and 4067

A excitation. With

careful sample preparation and a shorter sampling time than used in conventional Raman
spectra gathering techniques, we are able to obtain the resonance Raman spectra of
ferrous enzyme. v4 appears at 1 349 cm·1 and V3 appears at 1472 cm·l• Both modes are
found at lower frequencies than commonly found for high spin ferrous heme proteins
[75, 77, 1 66] but are very close to the frequencies found in cytochrome P-450 [78].
The band found at 1 365 cm·1 in the ferrous enzyme is considered to be due to the
presence of a reduced P-420 fonn of chloroperoxidase [74]. This band is not apparent
in

the

near ultraviolet excited

spectra.

chloroperoxidase utilizing 4067 and 3638

The polarization

spectra

of ferrous

A excitation are shown in Figure IV.4.

The

following bands were found to be polarized: v4 (AIg) at 1 349 cm·\ V3 (AIg) at 1 472 cm·l ,
v 2 (A g) a t 1 5 66 cm-I, V37
I

(E.,) a t 1 593 cm- , and the vinyl C=C stretching vibration at
I

1 6 1 0 cm-\ while several bands were observed to be depolarized: VIO (BIg) at 1 6 1 5 cm-I,
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Figure IV.l

Intensity differences

between the resonance Raman

spectra of

chloroperoxidase native enzyme (ferric) excited in the near ultraviolet versus the Soret.
The Soret excited spectrum (a) shows predominately Aig modes, v4 at 1 372 cm-), V3 at
1 492
V3

cm- I , and v2 at 1 569 cm- I _ The near ultraviolet excited spectra (b-d) show v4 and

decreased

1 62 1

cm-I_

in

intensity_ vlO at 1 630 cm- I is no longer obscured by the vinyl mode at
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Figure IV.2
excitation.

Ifill'

Polarized resonance Raman spectra of ferric enzyme at 4067 and 3638

The spectra show the polarized bands (p) with a depolarization ratio, p

A
=

less than 3/4; the depolarized bands (dp) with a depolarization ratio equal to 3/4;

and inversely polarized bands (ip) with a depolarization ratio greater than 3/4.
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Figure IV.3

The

resonance

Raman

spectra

at

low

laser

power

of

ferrous

chloroperoxidase reduced with sodium dithionite under a nitrogen atmosphere excited in
the visible (a) and the near ultraviolet (b-c).
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Figure IV.4

Polarized resonance Raman spectra of the sodium dithionite reduced ferrous

chloroperoxidase at 4067 and 3638 A. The parallel and perpendicular polarized spectra
help identify polarized bands, 1.1/111 = P < 3/4, depolarized bands p = 3/4 and inversely
polarized bands, p

>

3/4.
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V29 ( B2g) at 1392 cm-I, vl1 (B g ) at 1545 cm-I, V20 (A2g) at 1537 cm-\ vinyl =CH2 wags
I

at 1340 and 1425 cm-I,

V38

at 1537 cm-\ and V I9 at 1579 cm-I_

Band assignments for ferric and ferrous chloroperoxidase are given in Table JV_2_
Band frequencies of the nickel octaethylporphyrin model compounds are also given to
compare the frequency patterns [142, 144-145]_

The differences in the frequencies

between the nickel and iron complexes can be attributed to the nickel metal center which
causes slightly higher frequencies shifts; however, the frequency pattern remains
consistent.
IV.B.2. Reaction Intennediates
When peroxidases react with hydrogen peroxide, two intennediates are fonned,
compound I and compound II. Compound I is an Fe(JV) 1t cation radical [12, 118] and
compound II is the reduction product of compound I and a suitable substrate. Compound
II contains an Fe(JV) heme [10, 119]. The resonance Raman spectra of compounds I and
II in the region between 1300 and 1700 cm-I will be discussed in the following sections.
IV.B.2.a. Compound I
Compound I is fonned when the ferric enzyme is mixed with an equal volume of
oxidant in a 4-jet Ballou mixer [157]. The oxidant used is either a 5 molar excess of
hydrogen peroxide or a 15 molar excess of peracetic acid. Resonance Raman scattering
from porphyrin 1t-cation radicals under Soret and a-13 excitation is weak compared to the
Raman scattering from porphyrins containing an unoxidized ring. The weak scattering
is presumed to correlate with the diminished intensity of the Soret absorption relative to
the intact porphyrin [167-168].
is 368 nm.

(Figure III.3).

The Soret absorption maximum for compound I

Several attempts have been made to observe compound I
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I
Resonance Raman band assignments given in cm- for the. region between
I
1000 and 1700 cm- of the ferric and ferrous forms of chloroperoxidase compared to

Table IV.2.

nickel octaethylporphyrin.
Mode

Obs_ Pol.

Ni(ID)OEP'

Ferric

Ferrous

dp

1655

1630

1615

1621

1610

VIO ( Big)

5 c_ h_s_
vinyl C=C (2)
vinyl C=C (1)

p

V37 (EJ

p

[1637t

1593

1593

VI9 (A 2g)

ip

1603

1588

1579

v2 (AIg)

p

1602

1569

1566

Vu ( B ig)

dp

1577

1556

1545

V38

dp

1604

1526

1537

p

1520

1491

1472

V28 ( B 2g)

dp

1483

1476

vinyl Bs (=CH2 ) (1)

dp

V29 ( B2g)

dp

v20 (A 2g)

(E)

V3 (AIg)

5 c. h.s_

v4

1431

1426

1407

1394

1392

ip

1394

1383

1367

Ferric

p

1383

1372

Ferrous

p

(AIg)

vinyl Bs (=CH2 ) (2)

a_

[142, 144-145]

b_ Calculated not observed

dp

1349
1343

1340
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excited with a visible source; however, the resulting resonance Raman spectra is a
combination of ferric, compound I and compound II. Therefore, by exciting in the near
ultraviolet and tuning away from the strong Soret enhancements of the ferryl state
(compound m and the ferric state, the resonance Raman spectrum of compound I is
obtained. The resonance Raman spectra of compound I compared to the resting enzyme
in the region from 1300 to 1700 cm·l, utilizing 3638 and 3564 A excitation are shown in
Figure IV.5. The polarization spectra of compound I with near ultra,. iolet excitation is
given in Figure IV.6. The polarization spectra show the depolarization ratios of the bands
between 1550 and 1700 cm·1 clearly, while the depolarization ratios of the bands below
1550 cm·1 are not as obvious. Band assignments are made from the frequency pattern and
band polarizations. The following bands were found to be polarized:

V37 (E.,) at 1620

cm'\ v2 (A Ig) at 1590 cm·l, and v4 (AIg) at 1365 cm·l. Several bands were observed to
be depolarized: VIO (BIg) at 1647 cm·1 and Vu (B2g) at 1572 cm·l, V28 (B2g) at 1450 cm·1
V28 (B2g) at 1450 cm'l.

Band assignments for compound I are compared to band

assignments for ferric enzyme, ferrous enzyme and compound II in Table IV.3.
Both chloroperoxidase compound I and horseradish peroxidase compound I show
2
band frequency shifts reminiscent of six-coordinate low spin 1t cation radicals with A u
l
symmetry where the modes tend to have up-shifted frequencies. The small differences
in the frequency shifts between these two enzymes may attributed to the differences in
the electronic state symmetry. The prevailing symmetry state assignment of horseradish
2
peroxidase compound I is A2u [120-121, 169] while chloroperoxidase compound I like
catalase compound I is considered to be an

2
A u symmetry [127, 170].
l

However,

resonance Raman spectra of horseradish peroxidase compound I has shifts similar to those
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Figure IV.5

Comparison of resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound

I using 3638 A (a), 3564 A (b) excitation and the ferric enzyme using 3638 A (c)
excitation. Compound I was fonned by mixing a 15 molar excess of peracetic acid to a
400 11M solution of ferric enzyme buffered at pH 3.8 with sodium acetate in a 4-jet
Ballou mixer. Low laser powers (less than 10 mW) were used to decrease the photo
ionization of compound I to compound II or ferric enzyme. CPD I is Compound I.
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Figure IV.6

Polarized resonance -Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound I with

3638 A, 3564 A and 3507 A excitation. These spectra show the polarized bands (p) with
a

depolarization

ratio,

1_/111'

less

than

0.75 and the depolarized bands with a

depolarization ratio equal to 0.75. A 400 j..LM solution of ferric enzyme was oxidized with
a 15 molar excess of peracetic acid and mixed in a 4-jet Ballou mixer. A polarizer was
placed between the collecting lenses (Figure rn.2) and a scrambler was placed directly
before the monochromator slit. The resulting compound I spectra is subtracted from the
ferric enzyme polarization spectra.
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reported for metallo-octaethyl porphyrin 1t-cation radicals which are predominately 2AIU
symmetry

[171].

The

difference

between

the

observed frequency

shifts

in

horseradhish peroxidase compound I and the prevailing symmetry state assignment is
often explained by a pseudo-Jahn-Teller mixing of the states [ 145]. The differences in
the frequency shifts between horseradish peroxidase compound I and chloroperoxidase
compound I may be accounted for by the differences in ligation to the heme iron.
Chloroperoxidase contains a thiolate ligand while horseradish peroxidase contains a
histidine ligand.
Several resonance Raman spectra have been obtained with chloroperoxidase in
sodium acetate buffer at pH 3.8 using peracetic acid as the oxidant. These spectra are
compared to spectra of compound I with potassium phosphate buffer at pH 5.6 using both
peracetic acid and hydrogen peroxide as the oxidizing agent.

The resonance Raman

spectra are shown in Figure IV.7. There are no apparent differences in the frequency
shifts.

The major difference encountered in changing oxidant from peracetic acid to

hydrogen peroxide is the rates of formation and the lifetimes of the reaction intermediate.
Hydrogen peroxide is an extremely vigorous oxidant. The formation rate is very rapid
and the lifetime of compound I is very short when hydrogen peroxide is used because of
the catalytic activity which is the ability of the enzyme to catalyze the decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide. The actual rate constants for hydrogen peroxide and peracetic acid
oxidation of ferric enzyme to compound I are reported by Ariaso et al. [ 172].

The

rate constant for the peracetic acid oxidation is 3.8 x 106 M·I S·I with a 100% yield of
compound I formation. The hydrogen peroxide oxidation rate constant was 2.4 x 106 M·I
S·I with only an 87% yield of compound I formation.
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Figure IV.7
I

Comparison of the resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound

when the ferric enzyme is oxidized with peracetic acid at pH 3.8 (a) and 5.6 (b) and

oxidized with hydrogen peroxide at pH 5.6 (c) utilizing 3638 A excitation.
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COrv1POUND I
3638

A

pH 3.8

PERACETIC ACID

(a)

pH 5.6

PERACETIC ACID

(b)
pH 5.6
HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE

(c)
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The frequency shifts seen for chloroperoxidase compound I are different from
those seen for either ferric or ferrous enzyme. v4 has down shifted from 1372 cm-! in the
ferric enzyme to 1365 cm-! in compound I. A similar shift is seen in v4 for horseradish
peroxidase from 1372 cm-! in the ferric enzyme to 1359 cm-! in compound I [101]. The
ferrous enzyme of horseradish peroxidase was often mistakenly identified as compound
I [173-176].

The low frequency of v4 at 1359 cm-! in horseradish peroxidase

compound I was reported by Kitagawa in a low temperature experiment [173]. However,
these results were shown to be due to photoreduction of compound I which resulted in
the ferrous enzyme signal. The low v4 frequency shift is often seen in model 1t cation
radicals where removal of an electron from tetraphenylporphyrins have been characterized
by a lowering of the resonance Raman frequencies.
IV.B.2.b. Compound II
Compound II is generated by premixing a 100 molar excess of ascorbic acid with
the enzyme and then forcing this mixture together with a equal volume of oxidant through
a 4-jet Ballou mixer [157].

In the resonance Raman spectra shown in the following

figures of compound II, either a 10 molar excess of hydrogen peroxide or a 30 molar
excess of peracetic acid is used as the oxidant. Compound II is proposed to be an oxyferryI

six-coordinate

low

spin

heme

[177-178].

The

electronic

spectra

of

compound II has two Soret maxima, indicating that compound II like ferrous CO cytochrome P-450 has a hyperporphyrin type electronic absorption [60].

The Soret

maxima for chloroperoxidase compound II are present at 436 and 374 nm. (Figure I1I.4).
This allows the study of compound II with a variety of different excitation frequencies
all giving unique resonance Raman spectra. The spectra of compound II using laser
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Figure IV.8

Resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound II using 3638 (b),

4067 (c) and 4131 A (d) laser excitation compared to ferric enzyme using 3638 (a) and
4067 A (e) excitation. Compound II was formed by mixing a 400 IlM solution of ferric
enzyme with a 100 molar excess of ascorbic acid and a 30 molar excess of peracetic acid
in a 4-jet Ballou mixer. A g modes, v4 at 1374 cm'! and V3 at 1511 cm'!, have greater
!
intensity in the visibly excited spectra while modes above 1550 cm'! have greater intensity
in the near ultraviolet excited spectra,
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excitation of

UV

3638,4067, and 4131 A compared to the ferric enzyme using

excitation are shown in Figure

Soret and near

IV.8.

Band assignments for the resonance Raman spectra are made from the frequency
patterns of other compound IT intermediates
spectra of compound IT taken at

3564A

[101, 179-180]

shown in Figure

IV.9.

in the visibly excited spectra are two very strong peaks: v4 at

and the polarization

The main features present

1374

cm-I and V3 at

1511

cm-I both indicative of the hexa-coordinate low spin complex proposed as the structure
of peroxidase compound IT

[10, 119].

From the near ultraviolet spectra, the depolarized

1644

in-plane skeletal modes can be assigned as follows: v 10 at
V38 at

1552

as follows:

cm-\ V28 at
V37 at

1476

1608

cm-\ V29 at

cm-I, v2 at

1398 cm-I.

1582

cm-I, V3 at

1619 cm-I

1569

cm-I,

The polarized bands can be assigned

1512

Several vinyl modes are also apparent: vinyl =CH2 wags at
vinyl C=C stretching vibration at

cm-\ v \ at
I

present in the

cm-\ and v4 at

1342

and

4067 A

1436

1374

cm-I•

cm-I and the

spectra.

There are differences between the visibly excited spectra and the near ultraviolet
excited spectra commensurate with the differences seen in the ferric enzyme: v2, V37' and
V O are more enhanced while v4 and V3 are less intense in the near ultraviolet spectrum.
I
Both chloroperoxidase compound

II

and horseradish peroxide compound

II [101]

show

Raman shifts commensurate with six-coordinate low spin complexes with reproducible
frequency shifts possibly attributed to differences in ligation. There are also similarities
in the Raman shifts to catalase compound

II [179]

with smaller apparent shifts relative

to the shifts seen in the resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound II which
include the catalase compound
at

1513

cm-I and v4 at

1375

II

cm-I•

frequency shifts of V37 at

1606 cm-\

v2 at

1583 cm-I,

V3

These band frequencies are closer to the frequencies
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Figure IV.9
compound
a

1/2

Polarization spectra of the resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase

II using 3564

and

3507 A

laser excitation. The spectra was obtained by using

wave plate and a beam splitter which allows for a true selection of the polarized

laser beam. The scattered Raman light is collected by a lens passed. through a polarizer
and then a scrambler which was placed directly before the monochromator slit.
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seen in chloroperoxidase compound II.

The absorption spectra of chloroperoxidase

compound II more closely resembles catalase compound II than horseradish peroxidase
compound II; however, the Raman shifts for all three enzymes show similarities to six
coordinate low spin complexes.
Comparison of resonance Raman spectra of compound II produced at pH 3.8 in
sodium acetate buffer and pH 5.6 in potassium phosphate buffer with near ultraviolet
excitation shown in Figure IV.lO indicate that no apparent change is occurring in
formation of the reaction intermediate in this pH range.

The difference in oxidant,

peracetic acid versus hydrogen peroxide, also shown in Figure IV.10, indicate that the
oxidant has minimal, if any influence on the formation of compound II.

The resulting

resonance Raman spectra of compound II which is oxidized with hydrogen peroxide as
the oxidant is actually a combination of resting enzyme and compound II frequencies;
therefore, to obtain a clear resonance Raman spectrum of compound II, the resonance
Raman spectrum of the ferric enzyme has been subtracted from the Raman spectrum of
the two species combined which results in a resonance Raman spectrum containing
compound II frequencies. This practice, however, may account for the apparent shifts in
the Raman frequencies. The greatest difference between oxidizing chloroperoxidase with
peracetic acid versus hydrogen peroxide involves the rate of formation and the lifetime
of the reaction intermediate. This is apparent when the electronic spectra is obtained on
a UV/visible spectrophotometer diode array. The diode array allows kinetic studies and
estimation of rate constants. The lifetime is shorter and the rate of formation is faster for
the oxidation of ferric enzyme to compound II in the presence of ascorbic acid with
hydrogen peroxide.
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Figure IV.tO Comparison of resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound
II oxidized with a 30 molar excess of peracetic acid at pH 3.8 (a), compound II oxidized
with a 10 molar excess of hydrogen peroxide at pH 5.6 (b) and ferric enzyme at pH 5.6
(c) using 3638

A

laser excitation.
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When resonance Raman spectra of compound I are compared to resonance Raman
spectra of compound

14

II,

several Raman frequency shifts are noticeable. v4 shifts down

cm'! from compound

II

to compound I which is consistent with v4 downshifts

reportedfor octaethylporphyrin 1t cation radicals which range from

185].

12

to

34

cm-!

[ 18 1-

The resonance Raman frequency shifts of compound I when compared to

compound II follow nonnal mode composition.

These shifts correspond well with the

shifts described for octaethylporphyrin 1t-cation radical model compounds

[ 170, 182].

The

frequency of compound I bands shift in a consistent pattern when compared to the
frequency of the compound

II

bands

for both chloroperoxidase and horseradish

peroxidase. v2, and VII vibrational frequencies whose mode compositions are primarily
porphyrin c.,-c., exhibit up-shifts, both V37 and VIO also exhibit up-shifts.
are C.-Cm asymmetrical stretches. (Figure

II.3)

These modes

The up-shift seen forvlO is different than

that seen for horseradish peroxidase. v4 and V28 exhibit down-shifted frequencies whose
composition are primarily symmetrical.
In summary, the reaction intennediates, compounds I and II, have different
resonance Raman frequency shifts when compared to the ferric and ferrous enzymes.
Chloroperoxidase

compound

I

resembles

a

1t

cation

radical

complex

while

chloroperoxidase compound II has a resonance Raman spectrum that is typical of a six
coordinate low spin complex.

The resonance Raman frequency shifts for ferric

chloroperoxidase, compounds I and II are tabulated in Table

IV.3.
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Table IV.3.

Resonance Raman band assignments given in cm-' for the region between

1000 and 1700 cm-' of ferrous enzyme, ferric enzyme, compounds I and II of
chloroperoxidase

Mode

_

Obs

Ferrous

Ferric

CPO II

CPO I

PoL

Fe II

Fe III

Fe IV

Fe V

1644

1647

+3

(C.-CIIl)uym

1620

+12

(C.-CIIl)uym

�I-n

mode
composition

VIO (B,,)
6 c_ 1.s_

dp

5 c. h.s.

dp

1615

1630

vinyl C=C (1)

P

1610

1621

1619

V37 (E.)

P

1593

1593

1608

ip

1579

1588

v2 (A'B)

p

1566

1569

1582

1590

+8

Cb �

VII (B,,)

dp

1545

1556

1569

1572

+3

Cb�

V38 (E.)

dp

1537

1526

1552

V'9

(�B)

(C.-CIIl)uym

C b-

�

V3 (A'B)
6 c. 1.s.

P

5 c. h.s.

p

1512
1472

(C.-CIIl)sym

1491
1476

1476

1450

1426

1431

1436

1438

dp

1392

1394

1398

ip

1367

1383

V28 (B2B)

dp

vinylo.(=CHJ,

dp

V29 (B2,)
V20 (A28)

-26

(C.-CIIl)sym

1392

-4

Vpyr 1/4 rin8

1374

1365

-9

vpry 'fl rinB

1342

1340

v4 (A,,)
Ferryl

p

Ferric

p

Ferrous

p

1349

dp

1340

vinylo.(=CHJ2

1372

1343
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IV.C. The Region between

500

and

1300

cm·1

The major interest in the region between

500

and 1000 cm·1 centers around the

oxy ferryl structure of the reaction intermediates, compounds I and II. This region of the
resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase also contain another mode of interest, v7,
an AIg mode.

Previously, there was much controversy as to the structure of the iron

oxygen bond in horseradish peroxidase compound II which included several different
proposed structures:

Fe (IV) =0, Fe(IV)-OH, and Fe(lV)-OOH.

It was determined that

theiron oxygen bond was an oxy-ferryl, Fe(IV)=O, a logical structure by analogy with the
highly oxidized transition metal which are stabilized by oxo - groups

[186]

Polarization spectra of ferric chloroperoxidase in the region from 500 to 1300 cm·1
utilizing

3638 A

excitation are shown in Figure IV.11. The band assignments are made

from the polarizations and frequency patterns.
polarized: v7 (AIg) at
cm·l, V5 (AIg) at

1009

678

cm·t, V47

cm·l,

<Eu)

at

716

and 0.. =CH2 at

combination band, V32 + V35' at

973

cm·l•

Several bands were observed to be

cm·l, 'Y CmH at

1090

842

cm·t, V46 (Eu) at

cm·t, v44 (E.) at

1120

931

cm·t, and the

The observed depolarized bands include: VI6

(BIg) at 758 cm·l, V32 (B2g) at 790 cm·t, VI5 (BIg) at 880 cm·\ v 45 <Eu) at 980 cm·t, 'Y CmH
at

1001

cm·l, V43

<Eu)

at

1129

cm·l, V30 (B2g) at

1172

cm·l, and v)3 (BIg) at

Similarly, the polarization spectra of the ferrous enzyme, Figure

IV.12, show

1220

cm·l•

a pattern of

polarized and depolarized bands. The band assignments for the ferric and ferrous enzyme
in the region between

500

and

1300

cm·1 are given in Table IV.4.

IV.C.l. Compound I
The structure of compound I is an iron (IV) 1t cation radical flrst proposed by
Dolphin and coworkers

[12,118].

This structure is present in both horseradish peroxidase
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Figure !V.ll Polarization spectra of ferric chloroperoxidase in the region between 500
and

1300

cm-I_

A polarizer is placed between the collecting lenses and a scrambler is

placed directly before the slit of the monochromator_ Polarization spectra show polarized
bands. depolarized bands and inversely polarized bands with depolarization ratios. p. less
than

3/4.

equal to

3/4

and greater than

3/4.

respectively_
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Figure IV.12 Polarization spectra of ferrous chloroperoxidase in the region between 500

and 1300 cm·I,

A polarizer is placed between the collecting lenses and a scrambler is

placed directly before the slit of the monochromator. Polarization spectra show polarized
bands, depolarized bands and inversely polarized bands with depolarization ratios, p, less
than 3/4, equal to 3/4 and greater than 3/4, respectively.
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FERROUS

CHLOROPEROXIDASE

o

3507 A

o

4067 A
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compound I and catalase compound I but not cytochrome

c

peroxidase [187].

Oxo-

iron frequencies are known to occur around 800 cm-I. This is significantly higher than
the iron-oxygen stretching frequency of ferri-myoglobin

hydroxide

which has beenat

490 cm-I [188] or the iron-oxygen band for oxyhemoglobin which appears at 567 cm-I
[189]. These frequencies indicate the increased bond strengths of double bonds versus
single bonds.
Compound I was made using a 15 molar excess of peracetic acid at pH 3.8,
sodium acetate buffer, or a 5 molar excess of hydrogen peroxide at pH 5.6, potassium
phosphate buffer in a Ballou mixer.

Resonance Raman spectra of compound I in the

region between 700 and 1300 cm-I are shown in Figure IV.13. Band

v7,

at 680 cm-I, is

shifted 2 cm-I up from the resting enzyme_ The band at 790 cm-I is proposed to be the
oxy-ferryl frequency for compound I. Polarization spectra of compound I in this region
are given in Figure IV.14. From the polarizations and frequency patterns the following
band assignments are made:

vJ3

(B g), depolarized, at 1228 cm-I;
I

at 1171 cm-I; V 6 (BIg), depolarized, at 757 cm-I; V47
I
cm-I; and

v7

compound I

(A g), polarized, at 680 cm-I.
I

are

v30

(B2g), depolarized,

(EJ at 711 cm-\ Vs (A Ig) at 1004

Band assignments for chloroperoxidase

given in Table IVA.

A 5 molar excess of doubly substituted oxygen-18 hydrogen peroxide was used
to form compound I. The isotopic substitution of the iron oxygen bond in compound I
results in the induced shift of the oxy-ferryl band at 790 cm-I to lower frequency, 759
cm-I, a 21 cm-I down-shift consistent with the simple force constant calculations.
shift can be seen in the resonance Raman spectra shown in Figure IV.lS.

This
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Figure IV.13 Comparison of resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound
I oxidized with a 5 molar excess of hydrogen peroxide at pH 5.6 (a), a 15 molar excess

of peracetic acid at pH 3.8 (b) and ferric enzyme at pH 5.6 (c) in the region between 700
and l 300 cm-) using near ultraviolet excitation (3638

A).
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Figure IV.14 Polarization spectra of chloroperoxidase compound I in the region between
700 and 1300 cm'! using 3638

A

and 3507

A

excitation.

Compound I was fonned by

mixing a 300 11M solution of ferric enzyme with a 15 molar excess of peracetic acid.
The spectra helped identify polarized and depolarized bands.
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CHLOROPEROXIDASE

COMPOUND I

o

3507 A

I.L

o

3638 A
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Figure IV.IS The resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound I using a 5
molar excess of H21602 or isotopically substituted H21802_
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IV.C.2. Compound II
Compound II of chloroperoxidase contains an oxy-ferryl [Fe(IV)=O] bond. This
structure has been shown to be present in several peroxidases including:
peroxidase

compound

compound II [192].

II

[190],

ferryl

myoglobin

[191]

and

horseradish

lactoperoxidase

Chloroperoxidase compound II is formed by oxidizing a 300 �M

solution of ferric enzyme premixed with a 100 molar excess of ascorbic acid.

The

oxidant used is either a 30 molar excess of peracetic acid at pH 3.8 in sodium acetate
buffer or a 10 molar excess of hydrogen peroxide at pH 5.6 in potassium acetate buffer.
Resonance Raman spectra of compound II in the region between 700 and 1300 cm·1 are
shown in Figure IV.16.

Assignments of the Raman frequencies are made from

comparison to known compound II frequency shifts and the polarization spectra shown
in Figure IV.17.

The frequency of

when compared to the frequency of
were observed. These include:
at 1174 cm·l;
v7

Vs

VB

v7

v7

at 680 cm·1 is consistently shifted up by 2 cm·1
for the resting enzyme. Several band frequencies

(BIg), depolarized, at 1223 cm·l;

(AIg), polarized, at 1010 cm·l;

V47

(EJ

v30

at 713 cm·l;

(B2g), depolarized,

v4S

(Eu) at 986 cm·\

(A g), polarized, at 680 cm·l; and a vinyl mode y CH=, depolarized, at 1000 cm·l• The
l

band assignments for chloroperoxidase compounds I and II are compared to the ferric
enzyme in Table IV.4.
The difference between the resonance Raman spectra of compounds I and II in this
region centers around the band at 753 cm·1 which has increased intensity in the compound
II spectra and the band at 790 cm·1 has greater intensity in the compound I resonance
Raman spectra.

The oxy-ferryl band is proposed to be at 797 cm·1 in compound II.

Changes in pH or oxidant have limited affect on the frequency of these bands. Oxidizing
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the ferric enzyme with oxygen-I8 hydrogen peroxide resulted in the isotopically induced
shift of the 790 cm-) band to 757 cm-) and the appearance of a band at 740 cm-) as seen
in Figure IV_I8.
In summary, the active site structure of the reaction intermediates which contain
an

oxy-ferryl

bond

can

be

elucidated

with

resonance

Raman

spectroscopy.

Chloroperoxidase compounds I and II show evidence of the oxy-ferryl bond with
stretching frequencies at 792 cm-) for compound I and at 797 cm-) for compound II which
can be induced to shift with isotopic labeling of the oxygen present in the iron oxygen
bond.
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Figure IV.16 Comparison of resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound
II when the pH changes from 5.6 (a) to 3.8 (b) and the oxidant changes from hydrogen
peroxide (a) to peracetic acid (b) using 3638

1300 cm".
comparison.

A

excitation in the region between 600 and

The resonance Raman spectrum of ferric enzyme at pH 5.6 is given for
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Figure IV.17

Polarization spectra of the resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase

compound II in the region between 700 and 1300 cm-I using 3507
Compound II is formed by mixing a 400

j..lM

A

excitation_

solution of the ferric enzyme with a 100

molar excess of ascorbic acid and a 30 molar excess of peracetic acid. The polarization
spectra were obtained by utilizing a 1/2 wave plate and beam splitter before the sample
to have horizontally polarized light which is used to excite the sample_

The scattered

Raman light was passed through a polarizer which selected either the parallel polarized
or the perpendicularly polarized scattered light preferentially and this light was then
passed through a scrambler and detected by the monochromater. These spectra allow for
the identification of the polarized and depolarized bands_
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CHLORO PEROXIDASE
o

3507 A

I.L

COMPOUND II
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Figure IV.IS Resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compound II using H21602
and the isotopically substituted H21802•
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Table IV.4.
I and

II

Resonance Raman band assignments in cm-I for ferric, ferrous, compounds

of chloroperoxidase in the region between SOO and 1300 cm-I.

�I-n

mode
composition

1228

+5

o Cm H

1174

1171

-3

(vpry 112 ring)asym

1125

1155

1153

-2

(vpry 112 ring)asym

1113

1120

1126

1086

1090

Obs
Pol.

Ferrous
Fe II

Ferric
Fe III

CPDII

Fe IV

Fe V

v\3 (BI, )

dp

1213

1220

1223

V30 (B2,)

dp

1176

1172

V43 (E.)

dp

1129

Vu (�,)

ip

o =C�

P

V23 (�,)

ip

Vs (AI,)

P

Y CH= (vinyl)
v4S (E.)

Mode

..

CPDI

(vpry 112 ring)

asym

1056

1056

1070

+14

(�-CI)asym

1007

1009

1010

1004

-6

(Cb-C)sym

dp

998

1001

1000

991

-9

dp

977

980

986

987

+1

P

969

973

972

969

-3

V46 (E.)

P

931

931

931

(0

pry dcf

V32 (B2,)

dp

880

879

(0

pry def uym

V32

v3S (AI,)

+

yCmH
VIS (BI,)

P

838

842

dp

787

790

V Fe(IV

)-O

834

841

(�-C I)asym

)asym

)

+7
vpry breathing

797

792

VI6 (BI,)

dp

753

758

757

757

+0

(0 pry dcf) sym

V47 (Eu)

P

717

716

713

711

-2

vPYT bruthing

v7 (AI,)

P

677

678

680

680

+0

(0 pry def) sym
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IV.D. Complexes
The ferric and ferrous complexes of chloroperoxidase will be discussed in this
section in order to verify that these complexes were not inadvertently produced during the
oxidation of resting enzyme to the reaction intermediates.

These complexes include

ligands which contain oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur and halides.
IV.D.l. Ferric Low Spin Complexes
Ferric complexes of chloroperoxidase

are

predominately six-coordinate low spin.

The absorption spectra of ferric complexes show low spin character and have a split Soret
with one maxima at approximately 360 nm and the second at approximately 440 nm [48,
102]. Horseradish peroxidase compound II has a resonance Raman frequency pattern
typical for ferric six-coordinate low spin complexes [101] as does chloroperoxidase
compound n.

Therefore, a comparison of chloroperoxidase compound II and ferric

chloroperoxidase six-coordinate low spin complexes was made.

Resonance Raman

spectra of several ferric complexes using both near ultraviolet and Soret absorption
excitation were obtained. (Figure IV.19 - Figure IV.25) The resonance Raman spectra
of these ferric complexes have frequencies which are indicative of six-coordinate low spin
complexes.

V3

ranges between 1500 and 1515 cm'! which is typical of six-coordinate low

spin peroxidase complexes. In the horseradish peroxidase complexes such as nitric oxide
(NO), cyanide and azide, the frequencies are in the same range, between 1505 and 1515
cm'! [101].
From the polarizations and frequency patterns of peroxidases and model
compounds, resonance Raman frequencies of the ferric complexes were assigned.
Polarized bands are present as follows: v4 at 1375 ± 1 cm'!;

V3

at 1506 ± 2 cm'! which
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has shifted up 15 cm,1 from the penta-coordinate high spin ferric enzyme spin state
marker band; v2 has shifted from 1569 to approximately 1586 cm,l, Depolarized bands
are as follows: V29 at 1398 ± 2 cm'l; V38 at 1555 ± 2 cm,1 which has shifted 30 cm'l; vll
at 1567 ± 1 cm'l; V37 varies from 1601 to 1613 cm,1 which has shifted from the resting
enzyme by as much as 20 cm'l; and VIO is at 1640 ± 1 cm,l, Resonance Raman frequency
shifts for the ferric complexes are presented in Table IV.5,
Resonance Raman spectra of halide complexes were taken using Soret absorption
and near ultraviolet excitation, The chloride complex has been predicted not to bind to
the iron active site in chloroperoxidase [103], There are no apparant changes in the ferric
chloride, bromide or iodide resonance Raman spectra when compared to the resonance
Raman spectra of the ferric enzyme. This indicates that these halides probably are not
bound to the heme iron active site. The visible and near ultraviolet excited spectra of the
ferric chloride, ferric bromide and ferric iodide complexes shown in Figures IY.26 and
IV,27 are similar to the resting enzyme. For comparison, the spectra of the ferric fluoride
complexes are also present in Figures IV.26 and IV.27.
IV.D.2. Ferric High Spin Complexes
The horseradish peroxidase fluoride complex is a six-coordinate high spin complex
with V3 shifted from 1500 to 1479 cm,1 [101]. The chloroperoxidase fluoride complex
was predicted to be six-coordinate high spin by absorption spectroscopy [102], However,
the visibly excited resonance Raman spectra using sodium fluoride in sodium acetate
buffer at pH 3.8 showed no difference in frequency between the ferric enzyme and the
fluoride complex,
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Table IV.S

Resonance Raman band assignments

for the ferric complexes of

chloroperoxidase given in cm·l.

Mode

Obs. Pol.

Ferric

NO

CN

SCN

NCO

Azide

1645

1639

1641

1640

1640

VJO (BIg)

6 c. l.s.

dp

5 c. h.s.

dp

6 c. h.s.

dp

1630

1632

vinyl C=C (2)
vinyl C=C (1)

p

1621

1620

1620

1618

1618

1619

V37 (E..)

P

1593

1609

1604

1612

1609

1612

VI9 (A2g)

ip

1588

1590

v2 (AIg)

p

1569

1582

vl1 (BIg)

dp

V38 (E..)

dp

1525

1588
1586

1585

1582

1569

1571

1565

1567

1552

1557

1583

1555

V3 (AIg)

1504

1506

1506

1505

1505

1476

1476

1470

1473

1470

1472

dp

1431

1438

1432

1435

1432

1433

V29 (B2g)

dp

1394

1400

1398

1399

1399

1397

v20 (A2g)

ip

1383

p

1373

1376

1375

1374

1375

1375

dp

1343

1343

1342

1340

1344

6 c. l.s.

p

5 c. h.s.

P

1491

V28 (B2g)

dp

vinyl 0s(=CH2) 1

v4 (AIg)

Ferric
vinyl 0s(=CH2) 2
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Table IV.5 continued.

Mode

Obs. Pol.

Ferric

Imid

Alk

1640

1640

F

Ac

1630

1625

VIO (Big)

6 c. l.s.

dp

5 c. h.s.

dp

6 c. h.s.

dp

1630

1629

vinyl C=C (2)
vinyl C=C (1)

P

1621

1622

1620

1620

1620

V37 (E..)

P

1593

1604

1608

1592

1592

VI9 (A2g)

ip

1588

1585

1586

1583

v2 (AIg)

p

1569

1574

1571

1569

vll (Big)

dp

1565

1560

V38 (E..)

dp

1530

1522

1491

1484

1584

1565
1525

1556

1554

1506

1505

V3 (AIg)

6 c. l.s.

p

5 c. h.s.

P

1491

6 c. h.s.
V28 (B2g)

dp

1476

1463

1470

1448

1442

vinyl 0s(=CHJ (1)

dp

1431

1433

1436

1428

1430

V29 (B2g)

dp

1394

1396

1395

v20 (A2g)

ip

1383

v4 (AIg) Ferric

p

1372

1375

1372

1371

dp

1343

1344

1341

1342

vinyl 0s(=CHJ (2)

1398
1374
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Figure IV.19.

Ferric NO complex of chloroperoxidase taken with 3564, 3638 and

4067 A excitation. The ferric NO complex is produced by bubbling gaseous NO through
the ferric enzyme under a nitrogen atmosphere. The nitric oxide is passed through a
concentrated sodium hydroxide trap. The visibly excited spectrum is dominated by

v4

1376 cm-! while the ultraviolet spectra are dominated by the band above 1550 cm-!:

at

v2,
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Figure IV .20.
and 4067

A

Ferric cyanide complex of chloroperoxidase taken with 3564, 3638

excitation.

An excess of potassium cyanide is added to the enzyme to

produce this complex in a spinning cell. The spin state marker band,
indicative of a six-coordinate low spin complex.

V3

at 1506 cm·l is
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Ferric thiocyanate complex of chloroperoxidase taken with 3564,

Figure IV.21.
3638 and 4067

A

excitation. The ferric thiocyanate complex is made by adding a large

excess of potassium thiocyanate salt to the ferric enzyme in a quartz spinning cell. The
3638

A

spectrum contains several ferric enzyme bands above 1550 cm·l.
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Figure IV .22.
and 4067

A

Ferric cyanate complex of chloroperoxidase taken with 3564, 3638

excitation.

The ferric cyanate complex is made by mixing an excess of

potassium cyanate to the ferric enzyme in a spinning cell. The 3564
several frequency shifts which are due to the resting enzyme.

A

spectrum shows
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Figure IV.23.
4067

A

excitation.

Ferric azide complex of chloroperoxidase taken with 3564, 3638 and
The azide complex was produced by mixing sodium azide with the

ferric enzyme in a spinning cell. The visibly excited spectrum is dominated by
cm-\ while the ultraviolet spectra

are

v4

dominated by the band above 1550 cm·\.

at 1376
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Figure IV.24.
3638 and 4067
cell.

Ferric imidazole complex of chloroperoxidase taken with 3564,

A excitation.

Imidazole is added to the ferric enzyme in a quartz spinning
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Figure IV 25
.

.

with 3638 and 4067

Alkaline (hydroxyferric pH 9.5) complex of chloroperoxidase taken

A

excitation. The alkaline fonn of chloroperoxidase is produced by

washing the ferric enzyme with pH 9.5 glycine - KOH buffer.
degrades so samples are freshly made.

The sample rapidly
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Several attempts were made at varying the pH and mixing techniques which
resulted in spectra of the chloroperoxidase fluoride complex at pH 3.0 made with a fresh
solution of sodium fluoride buffered to pH 3.0 with hydrofluoric acid (HF). The spectra
showed a small contribution of high spin component which appeared as a shoulder on
at 1484 cm·l.

V3

Resonance Raman spectra of the ferric enzyme were subtracted form the

spectra of the ferric fluoride complex shown in Figures IV.26 and IV.27.

This allowed

a clear delineation of resonance Raman shifts due specifically to the fluoride complex.
The subtracted ferric fluoride spectra is shown in Figure IV.28. The high spin component
was less apparent in the near ultraviolet excited spectra also shown in Figure IV.28.
The ferric acetate complex of chloroperoxidase was predicted by absorption
spectroscopy to be mixed spin [48, 102]. However, observation of the ferric enzyme in
high concentration acetate buffers produced stable green complexes indicative of six
coordinate high spin complexes. A 3 molar solution of sodium acetate buffered at pH 3.8
was mixed with chloroperoxidase producing the high spin complex indicated by the shift
of

V3

from 1491 to 1483 cm·l in both the visible and near ultraviolet excited spectra

shown in Figure IV.29.
Ferric chloroperoxidase can form a variety of complexes which

are

predominately

six-coordinate low spin. The ferric acetate and ferric fluoride are exceptions. These two
ferric complexes show frequencies which are indicative of six coordinate high spin
complexes. The complexes of chloroperoxidase are probably low spin due to the presence
of the thiolate ligand which has strong

1t

electron donating properties.

The two

complexes, fluoride and acetate, show high spin character because these two ligands are
weak field ligands.
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Figure IV.26.

Resonance Raman spectra of halides with 3638

A excitation.

These

complexes were made by adding the potassium or sodium halide salt to the ferric enzyme
in a spinning cell.

The pH of the sample was maintained below pH 6.0.

Sodium

chloride, potassium bromide and potassium iodide do not show any apparent changes in
the Raman shifts indicating that the compounds are probably not bound to the heme iron;
however, sodium fluoride shows changes in several of the frequency shifts.
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Figure IV 27
.

.

Resonance Raman spectra of halides with 4067

A

excitation. The

sodium or potassium salt of a halide is added to the ferric enzyme in a spinning cell. The
pH of the halide solution is buffered to pH 3.8.
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Figure IV.28.

Resonance Raman spectra of the ferric chloroperoxidase fluoride

complex at 3564 [a, b, c) and 4067

A

[d, e). The ferric fluoride spectrum is subtracted

from the resting enzyme spectrum [(b) - (a)
the shifted frequency of

V3

=

(c)). The resulting difference spectra show

clearly, down shifted by 9 cm-I.
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Figure IV.29.

A.

The ferric acetate complex of chloroperoxidase at 3638 and 4067

The ferric acetate complex was generated by equilibrating the enzyme in a 3 M

solution of sodium acetate buffered at pH 3.8. The Ballou mixer was used to sample the
Raman spectra.

V3 is shifted from 1491 to 1482 cm-1 indicative of a change form five

coordinate high spin to six-coordinate high spin.
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In general, the Raman shifts of the ferric six coordinate low spin complexes show
differences when compared to the frequency shifts of chloroperoxidase compounds I and
II.

Therefore, we believe we have observed resonance Raman spectra of compounds I

and II which are unique from the ferric six-coordinate complexes.
IV.D.3. Ferrous Complexes
Several ferrous complexes of chloroperoxidase were made. These include: ferrous
dioxygen, compound III, Figure IV.30; ferrous monoxide, Figure IV.31; ferrous NO,
Figure IV.32; ferrous imidazole, Figure IV.33; and ferrous cyanide, Figure IV.34. These
complexes

are

hexa-coordinate low spin as indicated by the absorption spectra [48, 102].

Because dioxygen, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide

are

strong 1t-electron acceptors, back

bonding from the Fe(II) d,. orbitals to the 1t. orbitals of O2, NO and CO occurs which
results in resonance Raman spectra resembling an Fe(m) six-coordinate low spin
complex.

The frequency shifts of dioxygen, nitric oxide and carbon monoxide ferrous

complexes resemble the ferric low spin complexes. The complexes of ferrous imidazole
and ferrous cyanide show a different resonance Raman frequency pattern because
imidazole and cyanide do not have the capacity to back bond. Resonance Raman spectra
of ferrous imidazole and ferrous cyanide complexes are dominated by

v4

which has

shifted down from 1374 cm·1 in the ferric complexes to 1360 cm-1 in the ferrous
complexes.

V3

is also shifted down relative to the ferric complexes spin state marker

band. Resonance Raman spectra of these ferrous chloroperoxidase complexes are similar
to the ferrous horseradish peroxidase complexes of NO, dioxygen and cyanide [101].
Resonance Raman band assignments for ferrous complexes of chloroperoxidase are given
in Table IV.6.
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In summary, the ferric and ferrous complexes produced are predominately six
coordinate low spin complexes which show differences in resonance Raman frequency
patterns from both compounds I and n, and the five coordinate high spin forms of the
ferric and ferrous enzyme.
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Table IV.6

Resonance Raman band assignments for the ferrous complexes of
l
chloroperoxidase given in cm· .

Mode

Obs. PoL

Ferrous

O2

CO

NO

1644

1633

1641

1m

CN

1622

1625

VIO (Big)
6 c. Ls.

dp

5 c. h.s.

dp

1615

vinyl C=C (2)

1631

vinyl C=C (1)

P

1610

1619

V37 <Eu)

P

1593

1598

VI9 (A2g)

ip

v2 (AIg)

P

1566

1584

vll (Big)

dp

1537

1560

V38 (Eu)

dp

1542

6 c. Ls.

P

5 c. h.s.

P

1620
1611

1606

1604

1586
1584

1585

1583

1560

1561

1558

1549

1555

1535

1536

1506

1503

1510

1493

1494

1461

1468

1459

1435

1436

1430

1424

1400

1391

1394

1360

1360

1584

V3 (AIg)

1472

V28 (B2g)

dp

vinyl o.(=CH2) (1)

dp

1425

1431

V29 (B2g)

dp

1392

1392

V20 (A2g)

ip

1367

p

1349

dp

1340

1396

v4 (AIg)
Ferrous
vinyl O,(=CH2) (2)

1374

1371

1376

1348

1345
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Figure IV.30.

The ferrous dioxygen complex, compound ill produced in a

spinning cell. The ferric enzyme is reduced with sodium dithionite under a nitrogen
atmosphere, cooled to -35°C, and bubbled with oxygen for several seconds.

The

resonance Raman spectrum had contribution of the shifts due to the ferrous enzyme and
ethylene glycol.
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Figure IV.31.

Resonance Raman spectra of the ferrous carbon monoxide complex

of chloroperoxidase is produced by reducing the ferric enzyme with sodium dithionite
under a nitrogen atmosphere and bubbling the ferrous enzyme with carbon monoxide gas.
The visibly excited spectrum is dominated by

v4

at 1374 cm-l while in the near-ultraviolet

excited spectra, the bands above 1550 cm-l have increased intensity.

The spectra show

frequency shifts which are reminiscent of the ferric complexes because of the strong
electron accepting properties of carbon monoxide.

7t
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Figure IV.32.

Resonance Raman spectra of the ferrous nitric oxide complex of

chloroperoxidase is produced by bubbling the reduced enzyme with gaseous nitric oxide.
The NO is first bubbled through a concentrated solution of sodium hydroxide.
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Figure IV.33.

Resonance Raman spectra of the ferrous imidazole complex of

chloroperoxidase is made by adding a large excess of imidazole to the sodium dithionite
reduced enzyme in a quartz spinning cell. The spectra

are

dominated by

state marker band which is shifted down from 1372 to 1360 cm·l.

v4'

the oxidation
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Figure IV.34.

Resonance Raman spectra of the ferrous cyanide complex of

chloroperoxidase is produced by reducing the ferric cyanide complex with sodium
dithionite under a nitrogen atmosphere.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

The reaction mechanism for chloroperoxidase (Figure 1. 1 ) involves two
intermediates which comprise the peroxidase reaction cycle.

Compound I, the two

electron oxidation product of the ferric five-coordinate high spin enzyme with hydrogen
peroxide, is a six coordinate low spin oxy-ferryl [Fe(IV)=O],1t-cation radical. Compound
II,the reduction product of compound I, is a six coordinate low spin oxy-ferryl complex.
Chloroperoxidase shows differences in reactivity when compared to either
horseradish peroxidase, cytochrome P-450 or catalase; however, chloroperoxidase can
catalyze reactions which

are

unique to all three types of enzymes:

peroxidases,

monooxygenases and catalases. Chloroperoxidase has been extensively studied for its
diverse reactivity and its ability to use elemental halides in the presence of hydrogen
peroxide to halogenate organic substrates. The peroxidases

are

only able to halogenate

organic compounds in the presence of hypohalides and hydrogen peroxide.
This work has focused on the ultraviolet excited resonance Raman spectra of the
reaction intermediates,compounds I and II, and their iron oxygen stretching frequencies.
Resonance Raman spectra of the six-coordinate low spin complexes with various ligands
including nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur and halides have been obtained for comparison to the
spectra of compounds I and II which

are

six-coordinate low spin complexes.

Resonance Raman spectra of ferric and ferrous chloroperoxidase in the region

1 82
between 1 300 and 1 700 cm·l have been obtained. This region contains bands which are
sensitive to spin state, coordination number and core size of the heme iron.

The spin

state marker bands of ferric and ferrous chloroperoxidase indicate that the ferric and
ferrous enzyme contain a five-coordinate high spin heme iron.
The frequencies seen for ferrous chloroperoxidase are shifted lower than resonance
Raman frequencies of ferrous horseradish peroxidase or ferrous lactoperoxidase. Ferrous
chloroperoxidase has resonance Raman frequency patterns which compare to frequencies
seen in ferrous cytochrome P-450.

The lowered values of these resonance Raman

frequencies may possibly be explained by the thiolate ligation to the heme iron.

The

spectral similarities of chloroperoxidase to cytochrome P-450 may also be explained by
the thiolate ligation of the heme iron; however the diverse reactivity of chloroperoxidase
may be explained by the proximal histidine ligand which may allow chloroperoxidase to
mimic the reactivity of peroxidases and catalases.
Resonance Raman spectra of chloroperoxidase compounds

I

and II, the two

reaction intermediates of the peroxidase cycle, have been obtained with near ultraviolet
excitation. Chloroperoxidase compound II has resonance Raman spectra typical of six
coordinate low spin complexes.

When resonance Raman spectra of compound II are

compared to resonance Raman spectra of the six-coordinate low spin ferric complexes,
the spectra of chloroperoxidase compound II show slightly shifted resonance Raman
frequencies. Chloroperoxidase compound

I,when

compared to horseradish compound

I

and model compounds, shows resonance Raman spectra typical of six-coordinate 1t cation
radicals with alu symmetry. Chloroperoxidase has been considered in the literature to be
of alu symmetry. Studies of compound

I

model complexes of nickel octaethylporphryin
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confmn that the general symmetry of chloroperoxidase compound

I

is similar to that for

the model complexes with a\u symmetry. Studies previously done in this laboratory show
that horseradish peroxidase compound

I

I show shifts similar to chloroperoxidase compound

implying that both enzymes have a\u symmetry with the vibrational bands shifting to

higher energy rather than to lower energy as seen for � model compounds.
differences in the ultraviolet excited spectra of chloroperoxidase compound
horseradish compound

I

The

I

and

may possibly be explained by the differences in ligation to the

heme iron.
Chloroperoxidase compounds

I

and II contain an oxy-ferryl bond. The presence

of this bond was observed in the ultraviolet excited resonance Raman spectra. A more
comprehensive study and isotopic labelling need to be completed to confmn our
preliminary findings for the oxy-ferryl stretching vibration.
Possible future experimental directions would be a more comprehensive pH study
of compounds
Another

I

and II to determine if compounds

possible

chloroperoxidase.

direction

is

determining

the

I

or

II

are produced at higher pH.

presence

of

compound

X

of

The presence of horseradish peroxidase compound X has been

determined from the isotopic substitution of hypochlorite

[16].

Chloroperoxidase

compound X may be formed in the presence of hypochlorite. Compound X may also be
formed by oxidizing the ferric enzyme with hydroperoxide in the presence of chloride.
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